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Abstract. We study Jacobi matrices on trees whose coefficients are generated by multiple orthogonal
polynomials. Hilbert space decomposition into an orthogonal sum of cyclic subspaces is obtained. For
each subspace, we find generators and the generalized eigenfunctions written in terms of the orthogonal
polynomials. The spectrum and its spectral type are studied for large classes of orthogonality measures.
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Introduction
This paper is the third in the sequence of works [9, 10] that study the connection between Jacobi
matrices on trees and the theory of multiple orthogonal polynomials (MOPs). In [9], we have described a
large class of MOPs that generate bounded and self-adjoint Jacobi matrices on rooted homogeneous trees
and established some basic facts explaining this connection. In particular, we constructed a bijection
between MOPs of the first type and a class of such Jacobi matrices. In the follow-up paper [10], we
performed a case study of the Angelesco systems generated by two measures of orthogonality with
analytic densities. We used Riemann-Hilbert analysis to obtain asymptotics of MOPs and their recurrence
coefficients. That led to a complete description of all the “right limits” of these Jacobi matrices and
allowed us to find their essential spectrum. In the current paper, we study the spectrum and spectral
decomposition in a more general situation. We focus on the case of two measures only and address
several questions that were left open in [9].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the remaining part of the introduction, we empha-
size the importance of Jacobi matrices, outline their connection to orthogonal polynomials, provide a
general definition of Jacobi matrices on graphs, and state some of the properties of multiple orthogonal
polynomials on the real line that we need to study the Jacobi matrices we are interested in. After that,
we focus exclusively on the study of spectral properties of Jacobi operators on trees generated by MOPs
on the real line. In Part 1, we provide a full Spectral Theorem for finite Jacobi matrices. In Part 2, we
define Jacobi matrices on a 2-homogeneous infinite rooted Cayley tree and discuss some of their basic
properties. In Part 3, we study Jacobi matrices generated by Angelesco systems and describe cyclic
subspaces, generalized eigenfunctions, and the corresponding spectral measures. Part 4 contains the
spectral decomposition for Jacobi matrices on rooted trees with periodic coefficients. That complements
the construction in Part 3.
Orthogonal decomposition and spectrum
We recall some basic facts from the spectral theory of bounded self-adjoin operators (see, [2,3] and [38,
Section VII.2]). Let H be a Hilbert space and A be a bounded self-adjoint operator acting on it. We can
study the spectrum of this operator by obtaining a decomposition of H into an orthogonal sum of cyclic
subspaces of A. That is, take any g1 P H with unit norm, i.e., }g1} “ 1, and generate the cyclic subspace
C1
def“ spantAmg1 : m “ 0, 1, . . .u.
We shall call g1 the first generator and C1 the first cyclic subspace. One can show that C1 is invariant
with respect to A. If C1 Ă H, we take g2 P H, that satisfies }g2} “ 1 and g2 K C1. We denote by C2 the
cyclic space generated by g2. It is also invariant under A and satisfies C1 K C2. Continuing that way, we
obtain the following representation of H as a sum of orthogonal cyclic subspaces:
H “ ‘Nm“1Cm, (0.0.1)
where N P NY8 is called the multiplicity of the spectrum. Since A is self-adjoint, the operator pA´zq´1
is bounded on H for every z P C`, the upper half-plane. For each f P H, the function xpA ´ zq´1f, fy
is in Herglotz-Nevanlinna class, i.e., it is analytic in C` and has non-negative imaginary part there (we
discuss this class below, see (3.1.8)). Moreover, since A is bounded, we have an integral representation
xpA´ zq´1f, fy “
ż
R
dρf pxq
x´ z , z P C` , (0.0.2)
where the measure ρf is called the spectral measure of f . Then, the following result holds.
Theorem 0.0.1. Let A be a bounded self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H and let σpAq denote its
spectrum. It holds that
σpAq “
8ď
m“1
supp ρgm ,
where ρgm is the spectral measure of the generator gm for the cyclic subspace Cm from decomposition
(0.0.1).
Decomposition (0.0.1) can be used as follows. Fix Cm. Taking a sequence of vectors
tgm,Agm,A2gm, . . .u
and running Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure gives the orthonormal basis in Cm in which
the restriction of A to Cm takes the form of either an infinite or a finite (depending on dimCm) one-sided
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Jacobi matrix, see (0.0.3) and (0.0.6), further below. It turns out that these matrices are related to
orthogonal polynomials, a connection that is central to our interested in the subject.
Classical Jacobi matrices
Let taju, tbju P `8pZ`q and aj ą 0, bj P R, hereafter Z` def“ t0, 1, 2, . . .u and N def“ t1, 2, . . .u. The
infinite one-sided Jacobi matrix is a matrix of the form
J
def“
»————–
b0
?
a0 0 0 . . .?
a0 b1
?
a1 0 . . .
0
?
a1 b2
?
a2 . . .
0 0
?
a2 b3 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fiffiffiffiffifl , (0.0.3)
and N–dimensional Jacobi matrix is the upper-left N ˆ N corner of (0.0.3), see (0.0.6) further below.
We define two sets of measures on the real line
M
def“  µ : suppµ Ă r´Rµ, Rµs, Rµ ă 8, and # suppµ “ 8( and M1 def“  µ PM : µpRq “ 1(,
where the cardinality of a set S is denoted by #S. One-sided infinite Jacobi matrices with uniformly
bounded entries are known to be in one-to-one correspondence with M1, the set of probability measures
on R whose support is compact and has infinite cardinality. This bijection is realized via polynomials
orthogonal on the real line. On one hand, since J defines a bounded self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert
space `2pZ`q, we can consider the spectral measure of the vector p1, 0, 0, . . .q, see (0.0.2). We will call
it ρpJq. On the other hand, given µ P M1, one can produce a Jacobi matrix in the following way. Let
pnpx, µq be the n-th orthonormal polynomial with respect to µ, i.e., pnpx, µq is a polynomial of degree n
such that ż
R
pnpx, µqxmdµpxq “ 0, m “ 0, . . . , n´ 1 ,
that is normalized so that
coeffnpn ą 0,
ż
R
p2npx, µqdµpxq “ 1 ,
where coeffnQ is the coefficient in front of xn of the polynomial Qpxq. It is known that polynomials
pnpx, µq satisfy the three-term recurrence relations
xpnpx, µq “ ?anpn`1px, µq ` bnpnpx, µq ` ?an´1pn´1px, µq, n “ 0, 1, . . . , (0.0.4)
where an ą 0, bn P R and p´1 def“ 0, a´1 def“ 0. The coefficients tanu, tbnu are defined uniquely by µ and
one can show that
tanu, tbnu P `8pZ`q .
Let J be defined via (0.0.3) with these coefficients. It is a general fact of the theory [2, 3] that
ρpJq “ µ and therefore σpJq “ suppµ . (0.0.5)
The above correspondence is one-to-one: one can start with a bounded self-adjoint Jacobi matrix
(0.0.3), compute ρpJq, the spectral measure of p1, 0, 0, . . .q, via (0.0.2), take ρpJq as a measure of orthog-
onality µ and, finally, define the orthogonal polynomials whose recurrence coefficients will give rise to
the same J.
It follows from (0.0.4) that the sequence tpnpx, µqu, with µ “ ρpJq, represents the generalized eigen-
function of J. That can be made explicit by the following statement, see [2, 3], which, together with
(0.0.4), can be taken as a definition of a generalized eigenfunction.
Proposition 0.0.2. Suppose µ PM1. The map
αpxq ÞÑ pα “  pαpnq(
nPZ` , pαpnq def“ ż αpxqpnpx, µqdµpxq,
is a unitary map from L2pµq onto `2pZ`q such that
}α}2L2pµq “ }pα}2`2pZ`q .
This map establishes unitary equivalence of the operator J on `2pZ`q and the operator of multiplication
by x on L2pµq. In particular,
xαpxq ÞÑ Jpα.
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Finite Jacobi matrices can also be studied via polynomials orthogonal on the real line although the
measure of orthogonality giving rise to a particular
JN
def“
»————–
b0
?
a0 0 . . . . . . 0?
a0 b1
?
a1 . . . . . . 0
0
?
a1 b2 . . . . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . .
?
aN´1 bN
fiffiffiffiffifl (0.0.6)
is not unique, which has to do with multiple solutions to a moment problem, see [2]. Let µ be any
measure of orthogonality such that JN is upper-left pN ` 1q ˆ pN ` 1q corner of J generated by the
orthogonal polynomials tpnpx, µqu. If ~pN def“ pp0, . . . , pN q, we get
pJN ´ xq~pN pxq “ ´?aNpN`1pxqδpNq, δpNq def“ p0, . . . , 0, 1q . (0.0.7)
The last identity provides, in particular, the characterization of the spectrum of JN :
σpJN q “ tE : pN`1pE,µq “ 0u . (0.0.8)
Jacobi matrices on graphs
We are interested in the generalizations of the above notion of a Jacobi matrix to the case when
underlying Hilbert space is realized not as `2pZ`q, but as a space of square-integrable functions on
vertices of a tree.
Let G “ pV,Eq be an infinite graph, where V and E stand for the sets of its vertices and edges,
respectively. The set of directed edges will be denoted by ~E. For Y P V, the symbol δpY q indicates the
Kronecker symbol at Y , i.e., the function which is equal to 1 at Y and zero otherwise. Given two vertices
V1, V2 P V, we shall write V1 „ V2 if they are connected by an edge and also use this notation to denote
the edge itself. The edge directed from V1 to V2 will be denoted by rV1, V2s.
A connected graph that has no loops is called a tree, in which case we shall use the symbol T instead
of G. If every vertex in a tree has the same number of neighbors, this tree is called homogeneous. We
can construct a rooted homogeneous tree of degree d ` 1 as follows. One starts with the root O and
connects it to d “children” that we name Opchq,j , j “ 1, . . . , d. Then, we connect each Opchq,j to d new
vertices. Continuing this process generation by generation, we obtain an infinite rooted tree in which O
has d neighbors, and any other vertex has d` 1 neighbors. For each Y ‰ O, the vertex Yppq indicates its
unique parent and Ypchq,j , j “ 1, . . . , d, its children. If d “ 2 and Y ‰ O, we can define its unique sibling
Ypsq as the other child of Yppq. Given functions f and F on V and E, respectively, we shall denote by fY
the value of f at Y and by FZ,Y p“ FY,Zq the value of F at an edge Z „ Y .
Given a graph G “ pV,Eq, let V , W , and σ be functions on V, E, and ~E, respectively. Assume that V
and W are both bounded, W ą 0, and σ takes value in t0, 1u. By definition WY,Z “ WZ,Y while σrY,Zs
and σrZ,Y s might not be equal to each other. If there is a constant C such that each vertex has at most
C neighbors, we can define an operator, a generalized Jacobi matrix on the graph G, by
pJfqY def“ VY fY `
ÿ
Z„Y
p´1qσrY,ZsW 1{2Y,ZfZ , (0.0.9)
where f is any function on V. We call J a generalized Jacobi matrix since in most of the literature
it is common to define J with σ ” 0. We, however, allow a more general setup, which, as we explain
later, is more natural in the case of Jacobi matrices generated by multiple orthogonality. Keeping this
distinctions in mind, throughout the paper we call J from (0.0.9) simply a Jacobi matrix on G.
As we already mentioned, we are interested in the connection between Jacobi matrices on graphs
and orthogonal polynomials. In full generality of definition (0.0.9) such connection no longer exists.
However, there are large classes of Jacobi operators on trees that can be defined via multiple orthogonal
polynomials. Spectral theory of Jacobi matrices and Schrödinger operators on trees is a vibrant topic
of modern mathematical physics, see, e.g., [1, 13,15,16,27,29,34,35]. It is conceivable that the powerful
tools developed for the analysis of multiple orthogonality, already known to have applications in number
theory, statistics, and random matrices, can find new applications in the analysis of quantum systems.
Multiple orthogonal polynomials
The system of polynomials orthogonal on the real line can be generalized to the case of orthogonality
with respect to several measures. This multiple orthogonality, being a classical area of approximation
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theory, has connections to number theory, numerical analysis, etc., see [7, 33, 36] for the introduction to
this topic. To define it, consider
~µ
def“ pµ1, µ2q, suppµk Ď R, and ~n def“ pn1, n2q P Z2`, |~n| def“ n1 ` n2,
where we assume that all the moments of the measures µ1, µ2 are finite.
Definition. Polynomials Ap1q~n pxq and Ap2q~n pxq, degApkq~n ď nk ´ 1, k P t1, 2u, that satisfyż
R
xm
`
A
p1q
~n pxqdµ1pxq `Ap2q~n pxqdµ2pxq
˘ “ 0, m P t0, . . . , |~n| ´ 2u , (0.0.10)
are called type I multiple orthogonal polynomials (type I MOPs). We assume that Apkq~n pxq ı 0 unless
nk ´ 1 ă 0. Furthermore, non-identically zero polynomial P~npxq is called type II multiple orthogonal
polynomial (type II MOP) if it satisfies
degP~n ď |~n|,
ż
R
P~npxqxmdµkpxq “ 0 for all m P t0, . . . , nk ´ 1u and k P t1, 2u. (0.0.11)
Polynomials of the first and second types always exist. The question of uniqueness is more involved. If
every P~npxq has degree exactly |~n|, then the multi-index ~n is called normal and we choose the following
normalization
P~npxq “ x|~n| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
i.e., the polynomial P~npxq is monic. It turns out that ~n is normal if and only if the following linear form
Q~npxq def“ Ap1q~n pxqdµ1pxq `Ap1q~n pxqdµ2pxq (0.0.12)
is defined uniquely up to multiplication by a constant. In this case degApkq~n “ nk ´ 1 and we will
normalize the polynomials of the first type byż
R
x|~n|´1Q~npxq “ 1 . (0.0.13)
Definition. The vector ~µ is called perfect if all the multi-indices ~n P Z2` are normal.
Besides the orthogonal polynomials, we will need the functions of the second kind.
Definition. The functions
L~npzq def“
ż
R
Q~npxq
z ´ x and R
pkq
~n pzq def“
ż
R
P~npxqdµkpxq
z ´ x , k P t1, 2u, (0.0.14)
are called functions of the second kind associated to the linear forms Q~npxq and to polynomials P~npxq,
respectively.
If d “ 1, type II polynomials P~npxq are the standard monic polynomials orthogonal on the real line
with respect to the measure µ1 and the polynomials A
p1q
~n pxq are proportional to pn´1px, µ1q with the
coefficient of proportionality that can be computed explicitly.
In the literature on orthogonal polynomials, the following Cauchy-type integral
pµpzq def“ ż
R
dµpxq
z ´ x , z R supp µ , µ PM, (0.0.15)
is often referred to as a Markov function. If µ1, µ2 PM, we can rewrite L~npzq as
L~npzq “ Ap1q~n pzqpµ1pzq `Ap2q~n pzqpµ2pzq ´Ap0q~n pzq, (0.0.16)
where Ap0q~n pzq is a polynomial given by
A
p0q
~n pzq def“
ż
R
A
p1q
~n pzq ´Ap1q~n pxq
z ´ x dµ1pxq `
ż
R
A
p2q
~n pzq ´Ap2q~n pxq
z ´ x dµ2pxq. (0.0.17)
Similarly to classical orthogonal polynomials on the real line, the above MOPs also satisfy nearest-
neighbor lattice recurrence relations. Denote by ~e1
def“ p1, 0q and ~e2 def“ p0, 1q the standard basis vectors
in R2. Assume that
~µ “ pµ1, µ2q is perfect . (0.0.18)
This is an assumption we carry through out the paper. In this case, see, e.g., [33, 41], there exist real
constants ta~n,1, a~n,2, b~n,1, b~n,2u~nPZ2` , which we call the recurrence coefficients corresponding to the system
~µ, such that linear forms Q~npxq satisfy
xQ~npxq “ Q~n´~eipxq ` b~n´~ei,iQ~npxq ` a~n,1Q~n`~e1pxq ` a~n,2Q~n`~e2pxq , ~n P N2, (0.0.19)
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for each i P t1, 2u, while it holds for type II polynomials that
xP~npxq “ P~n`~eipxq ` b~n,iP~npxq ` a~n,1P~n´~e1pxq ` a~n,2P~n´~e2pxq , ~n P Z2`, (0.0.20)
again, for each i P t1, 2u, where we let P~n´~elpxq ” 0 when the l-th components of ~n ´ ~el is negative. It
is known that
a~n,i ‰ 0, ~n P N2, i P t1, 2u, and
#
apn,0q,1, ap0,nq,2 ą 0, n P N,
ap0,nq,1 “ apn,0q,2 def“ 0, n P Z`,
(0.0.21)
where the first conclusion follows from perfectness and an explicit integral representation for a~n,i, see [41,
Equation (1.8)], and the second one is part definition and part a consequence of positivity of parameters
tanu in (0.0.4).
Remark. For perfect systems ~µ, one can show that (0.0.19) implies the recursion for the type I polyno-
mials themselves:
xA
pjq
~n pxq “ Apjq~n´~eipxq ` b~n´~ei,iApjq~n pxq ` a~n,1Apjq~n`~e1pxq ` a~n,2Apjq~n`~e2pxq , ~n P N2, i, j P t1, 2u . (0.0.22)
The recurrence coefficients ta~n,i, b~n,iu are uniquely determined by ~µ. However, when d ą 1, unlike
in the one-dimensional case, we can not prescribe them arbitrarily. In fact, coefficients in (0.0.19) and
(0.0.20) satisfy the so-called “consistency conditions”, see, e.g., [41, Theorem 3.2] and [11], which is a
system of nonlinear difference equations:
b~n`~ei,j ´ b~n,j “ b~n`~ej ,i ´ b~n,i,
2ÿ
k“1
a~n`~ej ,k ´
2ÿ
k“1
a~n`~ei,k “ b~n`~ej ,ib~n,j ´ b~n`~ei,jb~n,i,
a~n,ipb~n,j ´ b~n,iq “ a~n`~ej ,ipb~n´~ei,j ´ b~n´~ei,iq,
where ~n P N2 and i, j P t1, 2u. Conversely, see [23, Theorem 3.1], solution to this nonlinear system is
unique and uniquely defines ~µ (µk’s are the spectral measures of the Jacobi operators corresponding to
the boundary values) provided the boundary values are properly defined.
Part 1. Jacobi matrices on finite rooted trees
The goal of this part of the paper is to prove analogs of (0.0.7) and (0.0.8) for Jacobi matrices (0.0.9)
on finite trees in the case when these Jacobi matrices are generated by multiple orthogonality.
1.1. Definitions and basic properties
1.1.1. Finite trees. Fix ~N “ pN1, N2q P N2. Truncate Z2` to a discrete rectangle
R ~N “ t~n : n1 ď N1, n2 ď N2u
and denote by P ~N the family of all paths of length | ~N | “ N1 `N2 connecting the points ~N “ pN1, N2q
and p0, 0q (within a path exactly one of the coordinates is decreasing by 1 at each step). The tree T ~N is
p2, 1q „ O
p1, 1q „ Xppq “ Yppq p2, 0q „ Zppq
p0, 1q „ X “ Appq p1, 0q „ Y “ Bppq p1, 0q „ Z “ Cppq
p0, 0q „ A “ Xpchq,2 p0, 0q „ B “ Ypchq,1 p0, 0q „ C “ Zpchq,1
Figure 1. Tree for ~N “ p2, 1q.
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obtained by untwining P ~N in such a way that P ~N is in one-to-one correspondence with the paths in T ~N
originating at the root, say O, which corresponds to ~N , see Figure 1 for ~N “ p2, 1q.
We denote by V ~N the set of the vertices of T ~N . The above construction defines a projection Π : V ~N Ñ
R ~N as follows: given Y P V ~N we consider the path from O to Y , take the corresponding path on R ~N , and
let ΠpY q to be its the endpoint (the one which is not ~N). We denote by `2pV ~N q the set of all functions
on V ~N with the norm coming from the standard inner product x¨, ¨y.
As agreed before, we denote by Yppq the “parent” of Y . To distinguish the “children” of a vertex Y we
introduce an index function ι by
ι : V ~N Ñ t1, 2u Z ÞÑ ιZ such that ΠpZppqq “ ΠpZq ` ~eιZ . (1.1.1)
Then, if Y “ Zppq, we write Z “ Ypchq,ιZ , see Figure 1. We further let
chpY q def“  i : ni ą 0, ΠpY q “ pn1, n2q(
to be the index set of the children of Y . It will be convenient to introduce an artificial vertex Oppq, a
formal parent of the root O. We do not include Oppq into V ~N , but we do extend every function f on V ~N
to Oppq by setting fOppq “ 0 (recall that we denote the value of a function f at Y P V ~N by fY ).
1.1.2. Jacobi matrices generated by multiple orthogonality. Let ~µ be a perfect system and
ta~n,i, b~n,iu be its recurrence coefficients, see (0.0.19) and (0.0.20). In this subsection, we specialize
definition (0.0.9) to the case of finite trees T ~N and Jacobi matrices whose potentials V,W , and the
signature σ come from ~µ.
Fix ~κ P R2 such that |~κ| “ κ1 ` κ2 “ 1. We define the potentials V “ V ~µ,W “ W ~µ : V ~N Ñ R (as
with most quantities depending on ~µ, we drop the dependence on ~µ from notation) by
VO
def“ κ1b ~N,1 ` κ2b ~N,2, WO def“ 1, and VY def“ bΠpY q,ιY , WY def“
ˇˇ
aΠpYppqq,ιY
ˇˇ
, Y ‰ O. (1.1.2)
This definition is consistent with (0.0.9) if we letWYppq,Y “WY,Yppq “WY (for trees, neighboring vertices
always form child/parent pairs). We further choose function σ : V ~N Ñ t0, 1u to recover the signs of the
recurrence coefficients a~n,i. Namely, we set σY to be such that
p´1qσYWY “ aΠpYppqq,ιY , Y ‰ O, and σO def“ 0 (1.1.3)
(observe that WY ą 0 since a~n`~ei,i ‰ 0 by (0.0.21)). To relate back to the definition given in (0.0.9), we
set σrY,Yppqs “ 0 and σrYppq,Y s “ σY . With these definitions, (0.0.9) specializes to
pJ~κ, ~NfqY def“ VY fY `W 1{2Y fYppq `
ÿ
lPchpY q
p´1qσYpchq,lW 1{2Ypchq,lfYpchq,l , (1.1.4)
which we call a Jacobi matrix on a finite tree T ~N .
Let P~npzq be the type II MOPs corresponding to the multi-index ~n with respect to ~µ, see (0.0.11).
We consider z P C` as a parameter and put
pY pzq def“ m´1Y PY pzq, PY pzq def“ PΠpY qpzq, and mY def“
ź
ZPpathpY,Oq
W
´1{2
Z , (1.1.5)
where pathpY,Oq is the non-self-intersecting path connecting Y and O that includes both Y and O.
Obviously, all three functions p, P , and m depend on ~µ. To uniformize the notation, let us formally set
PΠpOppqqpzq def“ κ1P ~N`~e1pzq ` κ2P ~N`~e2pzq. (1.1.6)
Given X P V ~N , denote by T ~NrXs the subtree of T ~N with root at X and by V ~NrXs the set of its vertices.
Let JrXs and prXs be the restriction of J~κ, ~N and p to T ~NrXs and V ~NrXs, respectively. Then, it follows
from (0.0.20) that
JrXsprXspzq “ zprXspzq ´
`
m´1X PΠpXppqqpzq
˘
δpXq, (1.1.7)
which is an identity reminiscent of (0.0.7).
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1.1.3. Conditions on ~µ. Recall that ~µ is a perfect system since, otherwise, its recurrence coefficients
might not exist for all ~n P R ~N and J~κ, ~N is undefined. Besides that, we place one more set of conditions
on ~µ. Denote by EΠpY q the set of zeroes of PΠpY qpxq, Y P V ~N Y tOppqu (recall (1.1.6)). Notice that
EΠpOppqq “ E ~N`~ei when ~κ “ ~ei, i P t1, 2u. Our additional assumptions on ~µ are#
EΠpY q Ă R, #EΠpY q “ |ΠpY q|, Y P V ~N Y tOppqu,
EΠpY q X EΠpYppqq “ ∅, Y P V ~N ,
(1.1.8)
where we put |ΠpOppqq| def“ | ~N | ` 1 and #S denotes the cardinality of S. That is, we assume that all
zeroes of the polynomials PΠpY qpxq are real and simple, and that PΠpY qpxq and PΠpYppqqpxq do not have
common zeroes.
All the classical examples of type II MOPs satisfy (1.1.8). Indeed, for Angelesco systems, see Part 3
further below, multiple Hermite polynomials [41, Section 5.1], multiple Laguerre polynomials of the
second kind [41, Section 5.4], multiple Charlier polynomials [41, Section 5.2], and multiple Meixner
polynomials of the first kind [32, Section 3.3], it holds that
a~n,i ą 0 ~n P N2, i P t1, 2u. (1.1.9)
This, together with perfectness (all the above examples form perfect systems) implies, see [32, Theo-
rem 2.2], that
x~n`~ei,1 ă x~n,1 ă x~n`~ei,2 ă x~n,2 ă . . . ă x~n,|~n| ă x~n`~ei,|~n|`1 (1.1.10)
for any i P t1, 2u, where we write E~n “ tx~n,1, . . . , x~n,|~n|u. That is, the zeroes of P~npxq and P~n`~eipxq
interlace. Hence, the only conditions that remain to be checked in (1.1.8) are those that involve Oppq and
they, of course, depend on ~κ. The positivity of a~n,i, i.e., the condition (1.1.9), is not satisfied by other
classical systems such as Nikishin systems, see Section 1.4 further below, multiple Laguerre polynomials
of the first kind [41, Section 5.3], Jacobi-Piñeiro polynomials [41, Section 5.5], and multiple Meixner
polynomials of the second kind [32, Section 3.7]. However, it is known that type II MOPs form the
so-called AT-systems and their zeroes again satisfy (1.1.10) for all just listed examples, see [32]. Hence,
all conditions in (1.1.8), except for the ones involving Oppq, are satisfied automatically.
1.2. Spectral analysis
1.2.1. Spectrum and eigenvalues. One can readily see from (1.1.7) that every E P EΠpOppqq is an
eigenvalue and
J~κ, ~NbpE,Oppqq “ EbpE,Oppqq, bpE,Oppqq def“ ppEq. (1.2.1)
We call bpE,Oppqq the trivial canonical eigenvector. To identify the remaining eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors, we set
E~κ, ~N
def“ EΠpOppqq Y
ď
Y PV ~N : #chpY q“2
EΠpY q. (1.2.2)
The condition #chpY q “ 2 is equivalent to ΠpY q P N2. Hence, the set E~κ, ~N consists of EΠpOppqq and the
zeroes of type II MOPs that are “truly” multiple orthogonal, i.e., they satisfy orthogonality conditions
on both intervals. Given E P E~κ, ~N , let JointpEq be the set of joints corresponding to E defined by
JointpEq def“  Y P V ~N : PY pEq “ 0 and #chpY q “ 2(. (1.2.3)
If E P EΠpOppqq and E R
Ť
Y PV ~N : #chpY q“2EΠpY q, then JointpEq “ ∅; otherwise, JointpEq ‰ ∅. To
each X P JointpEq, we associate a special vector. To define it, recall that WY ą 0 for all Y , see the
remark after formula (1.1.3), and that pXpchq,lpEq ‰ 0 by (1.1.8) when X P JointpEq. We will need a
standard notation: if B is a subset of a graph G, the symbol χB denotes its characteristic function. Given
E P E~κ, ~N , X P JointpEq, let
bpE,Xq def“ ppEq
¨˝ p´1qσXpchq,2χT ~NrXpchq,2s
W
1{2
Xpchq,2pXpchq,2pEq
´
p´1qσXpchq,1χT ~NrXpchq,1s
W
1{2
Xpchq,1pXpchq,1pEq
‚˛, (1.2.4)
where, as before, T ~NrZs denotes the subtree of T ~N with root at Z. Anticipating the forthcoming theorem,
we call each bpE,Xq a canonical eigenvector (it follows right away from (1.1.4) that J~κ, ~NbpE,Xq is also
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supported on T ~NrXpchq,1s Y T ~NrXpchq,2s). Finally, we set
Joint˚pEq def“
#
JointpEq, E R EΠpOppqq,
JointpEq Y tOppqu, E P EΠpOppqq.
(1.2.5)
Definitions (1.2.1), (1.2.2), (1.2.4), and (1.2.5) are needed for the following theorem, which is the main
result of this part.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let ~µ be a perfect system of measures on the real line for which (1.1.8) holds and J~κ, ~N
be the corresponding Jacobi matrix defined in (1.1.4). Then
σpJ~κ, ~N q “ E~κ, ~N .
Given E P σpJ~κ, ~N q, a particular basis of the eigenspace corresponding to E is given by 
bpE,Xq : X P Joint˚pEq(
and the geometric multiplicity of E, we call it gE, is given by
gE “ #Joint˚pEq.
Moreover, the system  
bpE,Xq : X P Joint˚pEq, E P σpJ~κ, ~N q
(
is a basis for `2pV ~N q.
We illustrate the construction of the canonical eigenvectors for a simple case of J~e2,p2,1q, see Figure 1.
There are 9 vertices and 9 eigenvalues: Ep2,2q has 4 roots, Ep2,1q provides 3 roots, and Ep1,1q gives 2
more. Assume that all 9 zeroes are distinct. Then, Joint˚pEq “ tOppqu for the roots E in Ep2,2q and
each such root defines a trivial canonical eigenvector ppEq. Every E in Ep2,1q is a simple eigenvalue and
we have that Joint˚pEq “ tOu. The corresponding canonical eigenvector bpE,Oq is equal to zero at O,
has the same values as ppEq{pW 1{2XppqpXppqpEqq and ppEq{pW
1{2
ZppqpZppqpEqq at the vertices Xppq, X, Y,A,B
and vertices Zppq, Z, C, respectively. Finally, consider E P Ep1,1q for which Joint˚pEq “ tXppqu. The
canonical eigenvector bpE,Xppqq is zero at points O,Xppq, Zppq, Z, C. Its values at X,A are equal to the
ones of ppEq{pW 1{2X pXpEqq and its values at Y,B coincide with the values of ppEq{pW 1{2Y pY pEqq there.
1.2.2. S-self-adjointness. When σ ” 0 in (1.1.3), or equivalently, (1.1.9) holds, the corresponding
Jacobi matrix is self-adjoint and thus has an orthogonal basis of eigenvectors. When σ ı 0 this is no
longer the case. However, there exists an indefinite inner product given by a diagonal matrix S with
diagonal entries equal ˘1 such that Jacobi matrices are S-self-adjoint. The general theory of S-self-
adjoint operators (see, e.g., [28]) does not guarantee that their eigenvectors span `2pV ~N q (that is, that
J~κ, ~N has no Jordan blocks, i.e., that it has a simple structure). Yet, this is indeed the case for Jacobi
matrices.
Let, as before, pathpY,Oq be the non-self-intersecting path connecting Y and O that includes both Y
and O. Define a diagonal matrix S on T ~N by
SδpOq def“ δpOq and SδpY q def“ p´1q
ř
ZPpathpY,Oq σZ δpY q, Y ‰ O. (1.2.6)
The diagonal matrix S defined this way assigns either `1 or ´1 to a vertex Y depending on whether
the number of “negative” edges connecting O to Y is even or odd. We define an indefinite inner product
r¨, ¨s by
rf, gs def“ @Sf, gD, f, g P `2pV ~N q. (1.2.7)
Denote the number of vertices Y P V ~N such that rδpY q, δpY qs “ ˘1 by i˘. If σ ” 0, the matrix S is
the identity matrix and r¨, ¨s “ x¨, ¨y, i` “ #V ~N while i´ “ 0. We let `2SpV ~N q denote the corresponding
indefinite inner product vector space, which is sometimes called a finite-dimensional Krein space.
A matrix A is called S-self-adjoint if
rAf, gs “ rf,Ags (1.2.8)
for all vectors f and g. Notice that (1.2.8) is equivalent to SA “ A˚S, where A˚ is the adjoint of A
in the original inner product x¨, ¨y. Since S2 is the identity matrix, multiplying identity SA “ A˚S
from the left and from the right by S gives us AS “ SA˚. Thus, A is S-self-adjoint if and only if A˚
is S-self-adjoint. Clearly, when S is the identity matrix, i.e., when (1.1.9) holds, condition (1.2.8) is
equivalent to A being self-adjoint in the standard inner product.
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Proposition 1.2.2. Jacobi matrices J~κ, ~N and J
˚
~κ, ~N
are S-self-adjoint.
1.2.3. S-orthogonalization. In this subsection, we show that the basis of canonical eigenvectors, which
is yielded by Theorem 1.2.1, can be used to construct S-orthogonal basis of eigenvectors. To this end,
we notice that eigenspaces that correspond to two different real eigenvalues are already S–orthogonal.
Indeed, this is due to the following identity
E1rΨ1,Ψ2s “ rJ~κ, ~NΨ1,Ψ2s “ rΨ1, J~κ, ~NΨ2s “ rΨ1, E2Ψ2s “ E2rΨ1,Ψ2s,
where E1, E2 are eigenvalues of J~κ, ~N and Ψ1,Ψ2 are corresponding eigenvectors. Thus, we only need to
focus on each individual eigenspace.
p3, 2q „ O
p2, 2q „ Xppq
T1 – Tp1,2q p2, 1q „ X
T2 – Tp3,1q
T3 – Tp1,1q T4 – Tp2,0q
Figure 2. Partition of Vp3,2q into waves W1pEq (blue), W2pEq (purple), and W3pEq
(green) when JointpEq “ tO,Xu.
Suppose E is an eigenvalue and JointpEq ‰ H. That guarantees that gpEq ą 1 and tbpE,Xqu is the
basis in the eigenspace. We start with some geometric constructions on the tree and a few definitions.
Let us first partition V ~N into a collection of disjoint “waves”. Define the canopy of T ~N by C
def“ Π´1p0, 0q.
If O P JointpEq, we set the first wave and its front simply to be tOu, that is, W1pEq “ F1pEq “ tOu.
Otherwise, we define F1pEq to be the set of vertices from C Y JointpEq that can be connected to O by
a path which does not contain elements of JointpEq in its interior. We then let the wave W1pEq to be
the union of all the vertices on these paths, including the endpoints. To define F2pEq, consider all the
vertices in pC Y JointpEqqzW1pEq that can be connected to a vertex in F1pEq by a path which does
not contain vertices of JointpEq in its interior. The second wave W2pEq is then defined as the set of
all the vertices on these paths, including the ones from F2pEq, but excluding the ones from F1pEq (so,
W1pEq XW2pEq “ ∅). We continue this process until all of V ~N is exhausted.
Example. Consider Tp3,2q and assume that JointpEq “ tO,Xu, where ΠpXq “ p2, 1q, see Figure 2.
Then,
W1pEq “ tOu, W2pEq “ tXppq, Xu Y VpT1q Y VpT2q, and W3pEq “ VpT3q Y VpT4q,
where T1, T2, T3, and T4 are the subtrees with the roots at the sibling of X, the sibling of Xppq, Xpchq,1,
and Xpchq,2, respectively, and VpTq is the set of vertices of a subtree T. Moreover, it holds that
F1pEq “ tOu, F2pEq “ tXu Y
`
CX pVpT1q Y VpT2qq
˘
, and F2pEq “ CX pVpT3q Y VpT4qq.
Suppose all constructed fronts and waves are enumerated by tF1, . . . ,Fpu and tW1, . . . ,Wpu. To
produce S-orthogonal basis out of tbpE,Xqu, we start at the canopy and go up the tree. Consider the
canonical eigenvectors corresponding to E that are supported inside the last wave WppEq. Each of these
eigenvectors has support on a subtree sitting insideWppEq and having the root at a vertex of the previous
front Fp´1pEq. As their supports are disjoint, they are S-orthogonal. Call their span SppEq. Next, take
all the canonical eigenvectors that have support insideWp´1pEqYWppEq and that were not chosen before.
For each of them, take its S-perpendicular to SppEq. By construction, it is nonzero. These new vectors
are still eigenvectors and they are S-orthogonal to each other because they are supported on different
subtrees as well as S-orthogonal to the previously considered eigenvectors by constructions. Denote by
Sp´1pEq the span of these S-perpendiculars and previously considered eigenvectors spanning SppEq. If
we continue going up the tree in this fashion, we will produce an S-orthogonal basis of the E-eigenspace.
Since all eigenspaces are S-orthogonal, we have constructed a S-orthogonal set of eigenvectors. By
scaling, we can make sure that this basis is S-orthonormal.
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We want to finish by explaining how our result fits into the general spectral theory of S-self-adjoint
operators. We say that a vector ψ isS-positive if rψ,ψs ą 0 andS-negative if rψ,ψs ă 0. It isS-neutral if
rψ,ψs “ 0. Suppose tψ1, . . . , ψnu is a S-orthogonal basis of `2pV ~N q. It known, see [28, Proposition 2.2.3]
and Lemma 1.3.7 further below, that
#
 
j : ψj is S-negative
( “ i´ and # j : ψj is S-positive( “ i` ,
where the numbers i˘ were defined right after (1.2.7). Enumerate the S-positive and S-negative vectors
in the basis tψ1, . . . , ψnu by tψ`1 , . . . , ψ`i`u and by tψ´1 , . . . , ψ´i´u, respectively. We clearly have a S-
orthogonal sum decomposition
`2SpV ~N q “ H` ‘S H´, H˘ “ span
 
ψ˘1 , . . . , ψ
˘
i˘
(
,
where H` and H´ are positive and negative subspaces. In the case of our S-self-adjoint Jacobi matrices,
we just illustrated that such a basis tψ1, . . . , ψnu can be built out of canonical eigenvectors. That provides
the concrete realization of the Spectral Theorem for S-self-adjoint matrices, see, e.g., [28, Theorem 5.1.1].
1.3. Proofs of the main results
Proof of Proposition 1.2.2. By formula (1.2.8) and the remark that comes after it, we need to check that
SJ~κ, ~N “ J˚~κ, ~NS, which is the same as checking@
f,SJ~κ, ~Ng
D “ @J~κ, ~Nf,SgD
for all vectors f, g P `2pV ~N q. Since J~κ, ~N only contains self-interaction and interaction between neighbors,
it is enough to consider cases f “ δpZq and g “ δpXq where either Z “ X or Z „ X. It follows from
(1.1.4) that
J~κ, ~Nδ
pXq “ p´1qσXW 1{2X δpXppqq ` VXδpXq `
ÿ
lPchpXq
W
1{2
Xpchq,lδ
pXpchq,lq,
where we agree that δpOppqq ” 0. It further follows from (1.2.6) that
SJ~κ, ~Nδ
pXq “ “δpXq, δpXq‰ˆW 1{2X δpXppqq ` VXδpXq ` ÿ
lPchpXq
p´1qσXpchq,lW 1{2Xpchq,lδpXpchq,lq
˙
.
Now, it is a simple matter of examining three cases: when Z “ X, Z “ Xppq, and Z “ Xpchq,l. 
It will be convenient for us to split the proof Theorem 1.2.1 into several lemmas. Let Xpgq denote the
parent of Xppq. Recall that we extend all functions on `2pV ~N q to Oppq by zero.
Lemma 1.3.1. Let E P σpJ~κ, ~N q and Ψ be a corresponding eigenvector. If ΨX ‰ 0 and ΨXppq “ 0, then
E P EΠpXppqq. Moreover, if we also have ΨXpgq “ 0, then Xppq P JointpEq. Finally, we have an inclusion
σpJ~κ, ~N q Ď E~κ, ~N .
Proof. Denote by TrXs the subtree of T ~N with root at X and by JrXs the restriction of J~κ, ~N to TrXs.
By the conditions of the lemma, E is also an eigenvalue of JrXs with an eigenvector χTrXsΨ. We
can restrict the indefinite inner product to TrXs as well keeping the same notation r¨, ¨s. Notice that
JrXs “ χTrXsJ~κ, ~NχTrXs is S-self-adjoint with respect to this restriction.
The function
F pzq def“
”
pJrXs ´ zq´1χTrXsΨ, δpXq
ı
“ pSΨqX
E ´ z , pSΨqX ‰ 0, (1.3.1)
is well-defined in small punctured neighborhood of E because operator JrXs´ z is invertible there. Since
JrXs is S-self-adjoint, we can write
F pzq “
”
χTrXsΨ, pJrXs ´ z¯q´1δpXq
ı
“ ´rχTrXsΨ,mXχTppz¯qs
PΠpXppqqpzq
, (1.3.2)
where we also used (1.1.7) and the fact polynomials P~npxq have real coefficients. Since E is a pole of F pzq
by (1.3.1), the denominator in the right hand side of (1.3.2) vanishes at E and we have E P EΠpXppqq as
claimed.
To prove the second statement of the lemma, we only need to show that X has a sibling, see (1.2.3).
That is true since otherwise
0 “ EΨXppq “ pJ~κ, ~NΨqXppq “ VXppqΨXppq `W 1{2XppqΨXpgq `W
1{2
X ΨX “W 1{2X ΨX
by (1.1.4), which is clearly impossible as WX ą 0 and ΨX ‰ 0.
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Consider the last claim. Let E be an eigenvalue and Ψ be its eigenfunction. If ΨO ‰ 0, we have
E P EΠpOppqq Ď E~κ, ~N by the definition. If ΨO “ 0, let Z be a vertex with the shortest path to O
among all vertices X for which ΨX ‰ 0 and ΨY “ 0 for all Y P pathpX,Oq, Y ‰ X. Since Z ‰ O,
Zppq P JointpEq by the second claim and therefore E P EΠpZppqq Ď E~κ, ~N . 
Remark. Notice that assumption (1.1.8) was not used in the proof.
Lemma 1.3.2. Let E P E~κ, ~N and X P Joint˚pEq. Then, E P σpJ~κ, ~N q and bpE,Xq is a corresponding
eigenvector.
Proof. Let E be a zero PΠpOppqqpxq. In this case (1.1.7) states that J~κ, ~NppEq “ EppEq and therefore E
is indeed an eigenvalue with an eigenvector bpE,Oppqq. Now, let E P E~κ, ~N and X P JointpEq. We need
to show that bpE,Xq is an eigenvector with eigenvalue E. Recall that T ~NrXs denotes the subtree of T ~N
which has X as its root and observe that`
J~κ, ~NbpE,Xq
˘
Y
“ 0 “ EbY pE,Xq, Y R T ~NrXs,
by the definition of bpE,Xq, see (1.1.4). Moreover, let υi def“ p´1qi`σXpchq,iW´1{2Xpchq,ip´1Xpchq,ipEq. Then`
J~κ, ~NbpE,Xq
˘
X
“
2ÿ
i“1
p´1qσXpchq,iW 1{2Xpchq,ibXpchq,ipE,Xq “ 0 “ EbXpE,Xq
by (1.1.4) and the choice of υi. Furthermore,`
J~κ, ~NbpE,Xq
˘
Xpchq,l
“ `J~κ, ~NυlppEq˘Xpchq,l ´ p´1qσXpchq,lW 1{2Xpchq,lυlpXpEq
“ EυlpXpchq,lpEq “ EbXpchq,lpE,Xq
by (1.1.7), definition of bpE,Xq, and since pXpEq “ 0. Similarly,`
J~κ, ~NbpE,Xq
˘
Y
“ `J~κ, ~NυlppEq˘Y “ EυlpY pEq “ EbY pE,Xq, Y P T ~NrXpchq,ls,
which finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.3. Given E P E~κ, ~N , the vectors in the system
 
bpE,Xq : X P Joint˚pEq( are linearly
independent.
Proof. Assume that E P EΠpOppqq, the proof for other cases is similar. Let βpZq, Z P Joint˚pEq, be
constants such that
βpOppqqbY pE,Oppqq `
ÿ
ZPJointpEq
βpZqbY pE,Zq “ 0
is true for all Y . Due to assumption (1.1.8) with Y “ O and the very construction of bpE,Zq, it holds
that
bOpE,Oppqq “ pOpEq ‰ 0 and bOpE,Zq “ 0, Z P JointpEq.
Thus, it must hold that βpOppqq “ 0. Next, let X P JointpEq be any vertex such that the path from X
to O contains no other elements in JointpEq. That and assumption (1.1.8) then yield that
bXpchq,1pE,Xq “ pXpchq,1pEq ‰ 0 and bXpchq,1pE,Zq “ 0, Z P JointpEqztXu.
Hence, βpXq “ 0. Going down the tree T ~N in this fashion, we can inductively show that βpZq “ 0 for
every Z P Joint˚pEq, thus, proving linear independence. 
Lemma 1.3.4. Suppose Ψ is an eigenvector of J~κ, ~N with eigenvalue E. If ΨO “ 0, then ΨY “ 0 for all
Y PW1pEq, where the waves WkpEq were defined in Section 1.2.3.
Proof. If O P JointpEq, then W1pEq “ tOu by definition and the claim is obvious. Otherwise, take
Opchq,l PW1pEq. If ΨOpchq,l ‰ 0 were true, then it would hold that O P JointpEq by Lemma 1.3.1 which
is a contradiction. Furthermore, if the desired claim were false at another vertex of W1pEq, there would
exist X P W1pEq such that ΨX ‰ 0 and ΨXppq “ ΨXpgq “ 0, where Xpgq is the parent of Xppq. Then,
Xppq P JointpEq by Lemma 1.3.1, which contradicts the very definition of W1pEq. 
Lemma 1.3.5. Given E P E~κ, ~N , the system
 
bpE,Xq : X P Joint˚pEq( spans the subspace of eigenvec-
tors corresponding to E.
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Proof. Let Ψ be an eigenvector that corresponds to E. First, consider the values of Ψ on W1pEq. If
ΨO “ 0, then ΨY “ 0 for all Y PW1pEq by Lemma 1.3.4 and we set Ψp1q def“ Ψ. Otherwise, ΨO ‰ 0 and
E is a zero of PΠpOppqq according to Lemma 1.3.1. In particular, P ~N pEq ‰ 0 due to assumption (1.1.8)
with Y “ O and so pOpEq ‰ 0. Then, we set
Ψp1q def“ Ψ´ `ΨO{pOpEq˘bpE,Oppqq.
Since PΠpOppqqpEq “ 0, it follows from (1.1.7) and the definition of bpE,Oppqq that Ψp1q is also an
eigenvector corresponding to E. Since Ψp1qO “ 0, we have Ψp1qY “ 0 for every Y PW1pEq by Lemma 1.3.4
as desired.
Second, we consider the values of Ψp1q on W2pEq YW1pEq. Fix X P F1pEqzC. By the very definition
of the first front we have that X P JointpEq. Choose βpXq so that
ΦXpchq,1 “ 0, Φ def“ Ψp1q ´ βpXqbpE,Xq.
Since Φ is an eigenvector corresponding to E that vanishes at Xpchq,1, X, and Xppq, it follows from (1.1.4)
that
0 “ EΦX “ pJ~κ, ~NΦqX “ VXΦX `W 1{2X ΦXppq ` p´1qσXpchq,1W 1{2Xpchq,1ΦXpchq,1
` p´1qσXpchq,2W 1{2Xpchq,2ΦXpchq,2 “W
1{2
Xpchq,2ΦXpchq,2 .
Thus, Φ vanishes at Xpchq,2 as well. Now, as in the proof of Lemma 1.3.4, we apply the second claim of
Lemma 1.3.1 to conclude that Φ vanishes at all Y P T ~NrXs XW2pEq. Therefore, we can set
Ψp2q def“ Ψp1q ´
ÿ
XPF1pEq
βpXqbY pE,Xq,
which is an eigenvector corresponding to E that vanishes at all Y PW2pEq YW1pEq. Continuing in the
same way, we decompose Ψ into the sum of canonical eigenvectors. 
Lemma 1.3.6. It holds that
#V ~N “
ÿ
EPE~κ, ~N
# Joint˚pEq .
Proof. Recall that according to our assumption (1.1.8) all zeroes of any polynomial P~npxq are simple and
there are exactly |~n| of them since ~µ is perfect. Given an eigenvalue E, each polynomial P~npxq, ~n P N2,
such that P~npEq “ 0, generates as many canonical eigenvectors as the number of vertices X for which
ΠpXq “ ~n (the number of paths from ~n to ~N in R ~N ). Hence, the number of the canonical eigenvectors
that each polynomial P~npxq, ~n P N2, generates is equal to |~n| ¨#Π´1p~nq. Therefore, the total number of
eigenvectors is equal to ÿ
EPE~κ, ~N
# Joint˚pEq “ | ~N | ` 1`
ÿ
~nPR ~NXN2
|~n|
ˆ| ~N | ´ |~n|
N1 ´ n1
˙
,
where | ~N |`1 is the number of the trivial canonical eigenvectors ((1.1.8) is used here too as well as equality
κ1 ` κ2 “ 1). The above formula is true for every Jacobi matrix on T ~N , including the self-adjoint ones
(that do exist). For the self-adjoint matrices the desired claim is a standard fact of linear algebra (the
number of linearly independent eigenvectors of a self-adjoint matrix is equal to the dimension of the
space). Hence, it holds for all Jacobi matrices. 
Remark. There is an alternative proof of this lemma using an inductive argument.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. The first claim follows from Lemmas 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. The validity of the second
one is due to Lemmas 1.3.3 and 1.3.5. The formula for gE is a trivial consequence of the second claim.
Since all eigenspaces of a linear operator are mutually linearly independent, the last claim follows from
Lemma 1.3.6. 
For reader’s convenience, we include the proof of the following standard result.
Lemma 1.3.7. Suppose tψ1, . . . , ψnu is a S-orthogonal basis of `2pV ~N q. Then
#
 
j : ψj is S-negative
( “ i´ and # j : ψj is S-positive( “ i` .
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Proof. Notice first that none of tψju is S-neutral since otherwise, we would have rψk, f s “ 0 for all
f P `2pV ~N q and some k. In particular, this would yield that
0 “ ˇˇ“ψk, δpY q‰ˇˇ “ |ψk|Y | ˇˇ“δpY q, δpY q‰ˇˇ “ |ψk|Y |
for every Y P V ~N , which is clearly impossible as ψk ı 0. Thus, we can assume that rψj , ψjs “ ˘1 for all
j. Let k´ and k` be the numbers of S-negative and S-positive vectors in tψju, respectively. Assume
without loss of generality that tψ1, . . . , ψk`u are S-positive. Since tψju is a basis, we can write
f “
ÿ
Y
fY δ
pY q “
ÿ
j
xjψj , f P `2pV ~N q,
for some constants txju. Let V` and V´ be the subsets of V ~N for which δpY q isS-positive andS-negative,
respectively. Clearly, #V˘ “ i˘ by definition. Thenÿ
Y PV`
|fY |2 ´
ÿ
Y PV´
|fY |2 “ xSf, fy “ rf, f s “
kÿ`
j“1
|xj |2 ´
nÿ
j“k``1
|xj |2 .
The desired claim now follows from Sylvester’s law of inertia for Hermitian matrices, [24, Theorem X.18]
(the numbers of positive and negative squares do not depend on the choice of a representation of a
Hermitian form). 
1.4. Appendix to Part 1
In the end of Subsection 1.1.2, we have listed a number of systems of MOPs whose recurrence coef-
ficients do not satisfy condition (1.1.9). Most of them come from special orthogonality measures and
their recurrence coefficients are known explicitly. The only exception in that list are Nikishin systems.
A vector ~µ “ pµ1, µ2q defines a Nikishin system if there exists a measure τ such that
dµ2pxq “ pτpxqdµ1pxq and ∆1 X∆τ “ ∅, (1.4.1)
where pτpzq is the Markov function of τ , see (0.0.15), ∆1 def“ chpsupp µ1q, and ∆τ def“ chpsupp τq (here,
chp¨q stands for the convex hull). Given two sets E1 and E2, we write E1 ă E2 if supE1 ă inf E2. In
what follows, we assume that
∆τ ă ∆1. (1.4.2)
The case when ∆τ ą ∆1 can be handled similarly.
It is known that Nikishin systems are perfect [17, 18, 21]. The goal of this appendix is to show that
the recurrence coefficients ta~n,1, a~n,2u~nPN2 , see (0.0.19)–(0.0.20), of Nikishin systems have a definite sign
pattern. That explains how the indefinite inner product S should be defined to make the associated
Jacobi matrix S-self-adjoint. Recall (0.0.21).
Theorem 1.4.1. For all ~n P N2 and j P t1, 2u it holds that
sign a~n,j “ p´1qj´1, n2 ď n1, and sign a~n,j “ p´1qj , n2 ě n1 ` 1.
To prove this theorem, let us make the following observation. It holds that
1pτpzq ´ zm0pτq ` m1pτqm20pτq “ O
ˆ
1
z
˙
(1.4.3)
as z Ñ 8, where mlpτq def“
ş
xldτpxq. Next, we will use some basic facts from the theory of Herglotz-
Nevalinna functions, see Section 3.1 further below. As the left-hand side of (1.4.3) has positive imaginary
part in C` and is holomorphic and vanishing at infinity, there exists a positive measure τd supported on
∆τ , which we call the dual measure of τ , such that
1pτpzq ´ zm0pτq ` m1pτqm20pτq “ ´pτdpzq. (1.4.4)
The bulk of the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 is contained in Lemmas 1.4.2 and 1.4.3. These lemmas and ideas
behind their proofs are not new, see, for example, [17, 18, 31], but we decided to include them as their
proofs are short, they are formulated exactly in the way we need, and their inclusion makes the paper
as self-contained as possible.
Let tP~npxqu be monic type II MOPs for Nikishin system (1.4.1)–(1.4.2). Define
h~n,j
def“
ż
P 2~npxqdµjpxq. (1.4.5)
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Recall the functions of the second kind R~n,jpzq defined in (0.0.14). It follows from orthogonality relations
(0.0.11) that
R~n,jpzq “ 1
ppzq
ż
∆1
ppxqP~npxq
z ´ x dµjpxq (1.4.6)
for any polynomial ppzq such that deg p ď nj . Moreover, the Taylor expansion of pz ´ xq´1 at infinity
gives
R~n,jpzq “ h~n,j
znj`1
´
1` Opz´1q
¯
as z Ñ8 . (1.4.7)
Then, the following lemma takes place.
Lemma 1.4.2. Let functions R~n,jpzq be given by (0.0.14) for a Nikishin system (1.4.1)–(1.4.2) and τd
be the dual measure of τ . The functions R~n,jpzq satisfyż
xkR~n,1pxqdτpxq “ 0 and
ż
xkR~n,2pxqdτdpxq “ 0
for k ď mintn1, n2 ´ 1u and k ď mintn1 ´ 1, n2 ´ 2u, respectively. It further holds thatż
xn2R~n,1pxqdτpxq “ ´h~n,2 and
ż
xn1R~n,2pxqdτdpxq “ h~n,1
when n2 ď n1 and n2 ě n1 ` 2, respectively. Finally, it holds that
}τ}h~n,1 ´ h~n,2 “
ż
xn2R~n,1pxqdτpxq “ }τ}
ż
xn1R~n,2pxqdτdpxq
when n2 “ n1 ` 1, where }τ} “ m0pτq is the total mass of τ .
Proof. We only consider the case j “ 2, the argument for j “ 1 is similar. Assume that k ď n1 ´ 1.
Then
0 “
ż
P~npxqxkdµ1pxq “
ż
P~npxqxkpτ´1pxqdµ2pxq.
If we further assume that k ď n2 ´ 2, then we get from (1.4.4) and orthogonality conditions that
0 “ ´
ż
P~npxqxkpτdpxqdµ2pxq.
Thus, we can deduce from Fubini-Tonelli Theorem that
0 “ ´
ż ˆż
xkP~npxq
x´ y dµ2pxq
˙
dτdpyq “
ż
ykR~n,2pyqdτdpyq
as claimed, where we used (1.4.6) with ppxq “ xk. Similarly, we have that
h~n,1 “
ż
P~npxqxn1dµ1pxq “ ´
ż
P~npxqxn1pτdpxqdµ2pxq “ ż yn1R~n,2pyqdτdpyq
when n1 ď n2 ´ 2. Furthermore, if n1 “ n2 ´ 1, we get from (1.4.4) that
h~n,1 “ ´
ż
P~npxqxn1pτdpxqdµ2pxq ` }τ}´1 ż P~npxqxn2dµ2pxq “ ż yn1R~n,2pyqdτdpyq ` }τ}´1h~n,2. 
Let r~n,jpxq be a monic polynomial with zeroes on ∆τ such that R~n,jpxq{r~n,jpxq is analytic and non-
vanishing on ∆τ . It follows from the previous lemma that r~n,1pxq has at least mintn1, n2´1u`1 different
zeroes while r~n,2pxq has at least mintn1 ´ 1, n2 ´ 2u ` 1 different zeroes.
Lemma 1.4.3. If n2 ď n1`1, r~n,1pxq has degree exactly n2 (in particular, all its zeroes are simple) and
R~n,1pzq{r~n,1pzq is non-vanishing in Cz∆1. Moreover,ż
xkP~npxqdµ1pxq
r~n,1pxq “ 0 and
ż
P 2~npxqdµ1pxqr~n,1pxq “ h~n,1,
where the first relation holds for any k ă |~n|.
Similarly, if n2 ě n1 ` 1, r~n,2pxq has degree exactly n1 (in particular, all its zeroes are simple) and
R~n,2pzq{r~n,2pzq is non-vanishing in Cz∆1. Furthermore,ż
xkP~npxqdµ2pxq
r~n,2pxq “ 0 and
ż
P 2~npxqdµ2pxqr~n,2pxq “ h~n,2,
where again the first relation holds for any k ă |~n|.
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Proof. It follows from the remark before the lemma that deg r~n,j “ n3´j`mj , mj ě 0, in the considered
cases. Therefore, it follows from (1.4.7) that
R~n,jpzq{r~n,jpzq “ h~n,jz´|~n|´mj´1 ` O
´
z´|~n|´mj´2
¯
as z Ñ 8 and the ratio is a holomorphic function in Cz∆1. Let Γ be a smooth Jordan curve that
encircles ∆1 but not ∆τ . Then, by integrating over Γ in positive direction we get
0 “ 1
2pii
ż
Γ
skR~n,jpsq ds
r~n,jpsq “
ż
P~npxq
ˆ
1
2pii
ż
Γ
sk
s´ x
ds
r~n,jpsq
˙
dµjpxq “
ż
xkP~npxqdµjpxq
r~n,jpxq
for k ă |~n| ` mj , by Cauchy theorem, Fubini-Tonelli theorem, and Cauchy integral formula. Since
dµjpxq{r~n,jpxq is a measure of constant sign on ∆1, P~npxq cannot be orthogonal to itself. Thus, mj “ 0.
Now, if there existed another real zero x0 R ∆1Y∆τ of R~n,jpzq, then the above argument can be applied
with rn,jpzq replaced by pz´x0qr~n,jpzq and Γ not containing x0 in its interior to arrive at a contradiction,
namely, that P~npxq is orthogonal to itself with respect to a measure of constant sign. If R~n,jpz0q “ 0 for
some z0 R R, then R~n,jpz¯0q “ 0 by conjugate-symmetry, and therefore the above argument can be used
with pz ´ z0qpz ´ z¯0qr~n,jpzq. Using (1.4.7) one more time, we get that
h~n,j “ 1
2pii
ż
Γ
s|~n|R~n,jpsq ds
r~n,jpsq “
ż
x|~n|P~npxqdµjpxq
r~n,jpxq “
ż
P 2~npxqdµjpxqr~n,jpxq
by orthogonality and since P~npxq is monic. 
Corollary 1.4.4. It holds that
sign h~n,1 “ 1 and sign h~n,2 “ 1
when n2 ď n1 ` 1 and n2 ě n1 ` 1, respectively.
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 1.4.3 since ∆τ ă ∆1 while each r~n,jpzq is a monic polynomial. 
Corollary 1.4.5. It holds that
R~n,1pzq “ r~n,1pzq
P~npzq
ż
P 2~npxq
z ´ x
dµ1pxq
r~n,1pxq and R~n,2pzq “
r~n,2pzq
P~npzq
ż
P 2~npxq
z ´ x
dµ2pxq
r~n,2pxq
when n2 ď n1 ` 1 and n2 ě n1 ` 1, respectively.
Proof. We have that
R~n,jpzq “
ż
P~npxqr~n,jpxq
z ´ x
dµjpxq
r~n,jpxq “
ż
r~n,jpxq ´ r~n,jpzq
z ´ x P~npxq
dµjpxq
r~n,jpxq ` r~n,jpzq
ż
P~npxq
z ´ x
dµjpxq
r~n,jpxq .
Since n3´j ´ 1 ă |~n| is the degree of pr~n,jp¨q ´ r~n,jpzqq{pz ´ ¨q, it holds that
R~n,jpzq “ r~n,jpzq
ż
P~npxq
z ´ x
dµjpxq
r~n,jpxq .
Using the same argument one more time yields the desired claim. 
Corollary 1.4.6. It holds that
sign h~n,1 “ p´1q|~n|`1 and sign h~n,2 “ p´1q|~n|
when n2 ě n1 ` 2 and n2 ď n1, respectively.
Proof. It follows from the previous corollary that
sign pR~n,jpxq{r~n,jpxqq “ p´1q|~n|`1, x P ∆τ , (1.4.8)
when n2 ě n1 ` 1 for j “ 2 and n2 ď n1 ` 1 for j “ 1. The claim now follows from Lemma 1.4.2 since
h~n,1 “
ż
xn1R~n,2pxqdτdpxq “
ż
r~n,2pxqR~n,2pxqdτdpxq
when n2 ě n1 ` 2 and
h~n,2 “ ´
ż
xn2R~n,1pxqdτpxq “ ´
ż
r~n,1pxqR~n,1pxqdτpxq
when n2 ď n1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4.1. As is well known [33, Theorem 23.1.11], if we multiply equation (0.0.20) by
xnj´1 and integrate agains the measure µj , we will get
a~n,j “
ş
P~npxqxnjdµjpxqş
P~n´~ej pxqxnj´1dµjpxq
“ h~n,j
h~n´~ej ,j
, (1.4.9)
where we used (1.4.5) and orthogonality relations (0.0.11) to get the second equality. The claim of the
theorem now follows from Corollaries 1.4.4 and 1.4.6. 
Part 2. Jacobi matrices on infinite rooted Cayley trees
Below we introduce a notion of a Jacobi matrix on an infinite 2-homogenous rooted tree whose
coefficients generated by MOPs.
2.1. Definitions
Let ~µ be a perfect system of measures on the real line with recurrence coefficients ta~n,i, b~n,iu, see
(0.0.19) and (0.0.20). Assume that
sup
~nPZ2`, iPt1,2u
|a~n,i| ă 8 and sup
~nPZ2`, iPt1,2u
|b~n,i| ă 8 . (2.1.1)
Conditions (2.1.1) used along the marginal directions imply that the classical Jacobi matrices corre-
sponding to µ1 and µ2 have bounded coefficients and therefore µ1, µ2 PM.
2.1.1. Rooted Cayley tree. Hereafter, we let T stand for an infinite 2-homogeneous rooted tree (rooted
Cayley tree) and V for the set of its vertices with O being the root. On the lattice N2, consider an infinite
path  
~np1q, ~np2q, . . .
(
, ~np1q “ ~1 def“ p1, 1q and ~npl`1q “ ~nplq ` ~ekl , kl P t1, 2u, l P N.
Clearly, these are paths for which, as we move from ~1 to infinity, the multi-index of each next vertex
is increasing by 1 at exactly one position. Each such path can be mapped bijectively to a non-self-
intersecting path on T that starts at O, see Figure 3. This construction defines a projection Π : VÑ N2
as follows: given Y P V we consider a path from O to Y , map it to a path on N2 and let ΠpY q be the
endpoint of the mapped path. Every vertex Y P V, which is different from O, has a unique parent, which
we denote by Yppq. That allows us to define the following index function:
ı : VÑ t1, 2u, Y ÞÑ ıY such that ΠpY q “ ΠpYppqq ` ~eıY . (2.1.2)
This way, if Z “ Yppq, then we write that Y “ Zpchq,ιY , see Figure 3. Recall that for a function f on V,
we denote its value at a vertex Y P V by fY . As before, we introduce an artificial vertex Oppq, a formal
parent of the root O. We do not include Oppq into V, but we do extend every function f on V to Oppq by
setting fOppq “ 0. We denote the space of square-summable functions on V by `2pVq and the standard
inner product generating `2pVq by x¨, ¨y.
p1, 1q „ O “ Yppq
p2, 1q p1, 2q „ Y “ Opchq,2
p3, 1q p2, 2q p2, 2q „ Ypchq,1 p1, 3q „ Ypchq,2
Figure 3. Three generations of T.
The above construction differs from the one in Section 1.1 in the following ways: the projection Π
maps onto the lattice N2, not Z2`; the values |ΠpY q| increase rather than decrease as we go down the
tree; the index function ιY now tells which coordinate of ΠpYppqq needs to increase rather than decrease
to get ΠpY q.
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2.1.2. Jacobi matrices. In this subsection we specialize definition (0.0.9) to the case of Jacobi matrices
on T whose potentials V,W come from ~µ. As in the previous part, we fix ~κ P R2 such that |~κ| “ 1. We
define the potentials V “ V ~µ,W “ W ~µ : V Ñ R (again, as with most quantities depending on ~µ, we
drop the dependence on ~µ from notation) by
VO
def“ κ1bp0,1q,1 ` κ2bp1,0q,2, WO def“ 1, and VY def“ bΠpYppqq,ιY , WY def“
ˇˇ
aΠpYppqq,ιY
ˇˇ
, Y ‰ O.
(2.1.3)
Notice the difference in definition of V as compared to (1.1.2). As before, this definition is consistent
with (0.0.9) if we let WYppq,Y “WY,Yppq “WY . We further choose function σ : VÑ t0, 1u to recover the
signs of the recurrence coefficients a~n,i exactly as in (1.1.3). With these definitions, (0.0.9) specializes to
the following Jacobi matrix J~κ “ J~µ~κ on T:
pJ~κfqY def“ VY fY `W 1{2Y fYppq ` p´1qσYpchq,1W 1{2Ypchq,1fYpchq,1 ` p´1q
σYpchq,2W
1{2
Ypchq,2fYpchq,2 . (2.1.4)
Due to its local nature, J~κ is defined on the set of all functions on V. Moreover, assumption (2.1.1)
also shows that it is a bounded operator on `2pVq and therefore we can talk about its spectrum σpJ~κq.
Notice also that if a~n,i ą 0 when ni ą 0, ~n “ pn1, n2q, i.e., if they satisfy (1.1.9) (recall also (0.0.21)),
the operator J~κ is self-adjoint. Otherwise, let S be a diagonal matrix on T defined by (1.2.6) and r¨, ¨s be
the corresponding indefinite inner product on `2pVq given by (1.2.7). We define S-self-adjointess exactly
as in (1.2.8).
Proposition 2.1.1. Jacobi matrices J~κ and J˚~κ are S-self-adjoint.
Proof. The operator J~κ is bounded in `2pVq and checking its S–self-adjointness is identical to the proof
of Proposition 1.2.2 from the previous part. 
2.2. Basic Properties
Recall the functions L~npzq introduced in (0.0.14). We consider z P C` as a parameter and define
lY pzq def“ m´1Y LY pzq, LY pzq def“ LΠpY qpzq, and mY def“
ź
ZPpathpY,Oq
W
´1{2
Z , (2.2.1)
where pathpY,Oq is the non-self-intersecting path connecting Y and O that includes both Y and O. More
generally, we agree that any function f “ tf~nu on the lattice N2 is also a function on V whose values are
fY
def“ fΠpY q.
Recall definition (0.0.15) of a Markov function. It will be convenient to formally set ΠpOppqq def“ ~κ def“
pκ2, κ1q and
L~κpzq def“ κ2L~e1pzq ` κ1L~e2pzq “
`
κ1}µ1}´1
˘pµ1pzq ` `κ2}µ2}´1˘pµ2pzq, (2.2.2)
where the second equality follows straight from the definition (0.0.10) and the normalization (0.0.13).
The reason we introduced ~κ is that this way the meaning of L~eipzq is still the same.
Given X P V, we shall denote by TrXs the subtree of T with the root at X (in this case TrOs “ T).
We also let VrXs be the set of vertices of TrXs and denote the restriction of the inner product in `2pVq to
VrXs by the same symbol x¨, ¨y. The notation JrXs and lrXs stand for the restrictions of J~κ and l to TrXs
and VrXs, respectively. In general, frXs will be used to denote the restriction of any function f , defined
on V initially, to the subset VrXs.
Proposition 2.2.1. It holds that
J~κlpzq “ zlpzq ´ L~κpzqδpOq. (2.2.3)
Given X P V, X ‰ O, we also have
JrXslrXspzq “ zlrXspzq ´m´1X LXppqpzqδpXq. (2.2.4)
Proof. By integrating (0.0.19) against pz ´ xq´1 and noticing that |~n| ě 2 for any ~n P N2, we get that
zL~npzq “ L~n´~ej pzq ` b~n´~ej ,jL~npzq ` a~n,1L~n`~e1pzq ` a~n,2L~n`~e2pzq, j P t1, 2u.
Fix j and let Y ‰ O, ΠpY q “ ~n, be such that ΠpYppqq “ ~n´~ej . Then, the above relation can be rewritten
as
zLY pzq “ LYppqpzq ` VY LY pzq ` p´1qσYpchq,1WYpchq,1LYpchq,1pzq ` p´1qσYpchq,2WYpchq,2LYpchq,2pzq.
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It follows immediately from (2.2.1) and the above formula that zlY pzq “
`
J~κlpzq
˘
Y
, Y ‰ O. Similarly,
it holds that
zlOpzq “ zLOpzq “
κ1
´
L~1´~e1pzq ` b~1´~e1,1LOpzq ` p´1qσOpchq,1WOpchq,1LOpchq,1pzq ` p´1qσOpchq,2WOpchq,2LOpchq,2pzq
¯
` κ2
´
L~1´~e2pzq ` b~1´~e2,2LOpzq ` p´1qσOpchq,1WOpchq,1LOpchq,1pzq ` p´1qσOpchq,2WOpchq,2LOpchq,2pzq
¯
,
which finishes the proof (2.2.3) (recall that κ1 ` κ2 “ 1).
Consider the second claim of the lemma. Given any f defined on V, we can use (2.1.4) to get
JrXsfrXs “ pJ~κfqrXs ´W 1{2X fXppqδpXq. (2.2.5)
Since W 1{2X m
´1
Xppq “ m´1X , (2.2.4) follows from (2.2.5) applied to f “ l. 
We need to introduce Green’s functions of JrXs. They are defined by
GpY,X; zq def“
A
pJrXs ´ zq´1δpXq, δpY q
E
,
where X P V and Y P VrXs. Using Proposition 2.2.1 we can obtain the following conditional result. Since
JrXs is a bounded operator, there exists RrXs ą 0 such that σpJrXsq Ă t|z| ď RrXsu. Let CrXs denote the
unbounded component of the complement of σpJrXsq Y suppµ1 Y suppµ2 Y tz : LΠpXppqqpzq “ 0u.
Proposition 2.2.2. If there exists R ą 0 such that lpzq P `2pVq for |z| ą R, then lpzq P `2pVq for all
z P CrXs, and for all such z we have that
pJrXs ´ zq´1δpXq “ ´mX lrXspzq{LΠpXppqqpzq. (2.2.6)
In particular, GpY,X; zq extends to a holomorphic function in CrXs by
GpY,X; zq “ ´mX
mY
LΠpY qpzq
LΠpXppqqpzq
. (2.2.7)
Proof. Let z P CrXs be such that |z| ą |R|. If X “ O, identity (2.2.6) follows immediately from (2.2.3).
If X ‰ O, it follows from (2.2.4). Formula (2.2.7) for such z now follows from the definition and (2.2.1).
Moreover, since GpY,X; zq is an analytic function of z R σpJrXsq and LΠpY qpzq{LΠpXppqqpzq is analytic in
z R suppµ1 Y suppµ2 Y tz : LΠpXppqqpzq “ 0u, the full claim follows by analytic continuation. 
There are other functions that satisfy algebraic identities similar to (2.2.3). To introduce them, we
first recall (0.0.10) and (0.0.17). Set
Λ
pkq
Y pzq def“ m´1Y ApkqΠpY qpzq, k P t0, 1, 2u. (2.2.8)
Observe that Λp0qO “ 0. For any functions f, g on V and a fixed vertex Z P V we introduce new function
on V by
rf, gspZq def“ fZg ´ fgZ . (2.2.9)
We call it the commutator of functions f, g with respect to the vertex Z.
Proposition 2.2.3. The following algebraic identities hold
J~κΛ
pkqpzq “ zΛpkqpzq ´ κ3´kApkq~ek pzqδpOq,
for each k P t1, 2u, as well as
J~κΛ
p0qpzq “ zΛp0qpzq.
Furthermore, let X ‰ O. Then, for any k, l P t0, 1, 2u it holds that
JrXs
“
Λpkqpzq,Λplqpzq‰pXppqqrXs “ z“Λpkqpzq,Λplqpzq‰pXppqqrXs . (2.2.10)
Proof. We can repeat the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 with L~npzq replaced by Apkq~n pzq, k P t1, 2u, and using
(0.0.22) instead of (0.0.19) to get that
zΛpkqpzq “ J~κΛpkqpzq `
`
κ1A
pkq
p0,1qpzq ` κ2Apkqp1,0qpzq
˘
δpOq.
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Since Apkq~1´~ekpzq ” 0, the first claim follows. We further get from (0.0.17) and (2.2.3) that
J~κΛ
p0qpzq “ pµ1pzqJ~κΛp1qpzq ` pµ2pzqJ~κΛp2qpzq ´ J~κlpzq
“ zΛp0qpzq ´
´
κ2A
p1q
p1,0qpzq pµ1pzq ` κ1Ap2qp0,1qpzq pµ2pzq ´ L~κpzq¯ δpOq.
Since Ap1qp1,0qpzq “ }µ1}´1 and Ap1qp0,1qpzq “ }µ2}´1 by (0.0.13), the second claim follows from (2.2.2). To
prove the third claim, observe that
JrXsΛ
pkq
rXspzq “ zΛpkqrXspzq ´W 1{2X ΛpkqXppqpzqδpXq
by (2.2.5). The desired identity (2.2.10) now easily follows from the definition (2.2.9). 
Remark. The relations of Proposition 2.2.3 should be regarded as algebraic identities and we do not
claim that the functions involved belong to the Hilbert space `2pVq for any given z.
The spectral theory of Jacobi matrices (2.1.4) under the sole condition (2.1.1) is currently beyond our
reach. In Part 3, however, we consider a large class of multiorthogonal systems, known as Angelesco
systems, for which this analysis is possible.
2.3. Appendix to Part 2
In Part 3, we will explain that the so-called Angelesco systems generate bounded and self-adjoint
Jacobi matrices. In the current appendix, we show that Nikishin systems, see Section 1.4, do not
generate bounded Jacobi matrices, in general. We need some notation first. Recall that a measure µ
supported on an interval ∆ “ rα, βs is called a Szegő measure if
Gpµq def“ exp
#
1
pi
ż
∆
logµ1pxqdxapx´ αqpβ ´ xq
+
ą 0, (2.3.1)
where dµpxq “ µ1pxqdx` dµsingpxq and µsing is singular to Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let ~µ be a Nikishin system (1.4.1)–(1.4.2) and tb~n,1, b~n,2, a~n,1, a~n,2u~nPZ2` be the corre-
sponding recurrence coefficients, see (0.0.19)–(0.0.20). Then, there exists a constant C~µ such that
sup
~nPZ2`
|b~n,i| ď C~µ, sup
~nPZ2`:n2ďn1 or n2ěn1`2
|a~n,i| ď C~µ (2.3.2)
for any i P t1, 2u. Assume further that the measures µ1 and τ are Szegő measures. Then,
lim
nÑ8 apn,n`1q,1 “ ´8 and limnÑ8 apn,n`1q,2 “ 8. (2.3.3)
It is conceivable that the Szegő condition for the measures can be relaxed. However, we assume it
to simplify the proof. Our result shows that even for nice measures µ1, τ the corresponding Nikishin
system does not generate a bounded Jacobi matrix. In the remaining part of this section, we prove
Theorem 2.3.1.
Lemma 2.3.2. There exists a constant C~µ such that
sup
~nPZ2`, iPt1,2u
|b~n,i| ď C~µ.
Proof. We continue to use notation from Section 1.4. The following argument is taken from [8]. Divide
recursion relations (0.0.20) by xP~npxq and integrate over a contour Γ that encircles ∆1 in positive
direction to get
1
2pii
ż
Γ
ˆ
1´ P~n`~eipzq
P~npzq
˙
dz “ b~n,i ` 1
2pii
ż
Γ
2ÿ
k“1
a~n,k
P~n´~ekpzq
P~npzq dz.
The last integral is zero by Cauchy theorem applied at infinity. Therefore,
|b~n,i| ď 1
2pi
ż
Γ
ˇˇˇˇ
P~n`~eipzq
P~npzq
ˇˇˇˇ
|dz|.
It is known that the zeroes of P~n`~eipzq and P~npzq interlace. Indeed, this follows from [32, Theorem 2.1],
see also [22, Corollary 1], since it was established in [21] that t1, pτu is an AT system on ∆1 relative to
µ1, see also [20, page 782]. Thus, it holds that
P~n`~eipzq
P~npzq “ pz ´ x~n`~ei,1qpz ´ x~n`~ei,|~n|`1q
|~n|ÿ
l“1
c~n,l
z ´ x~n,l , (2.3.4)
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where c~n,l ą 0 and ř|~n|l“1 c~n,l “ 1, and x~m,1 ă x~m,2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă x~m,|~m| are the zeroes of P~mpxq, which all
belong to ∆1. That shows boundedness of |P~n`~eipzq{P~npzq| on Γ independently of ~n and therefore proves
the desired claim. 
Let r~n,1pzq, r~n,2pzq be polynomials from Lemma 1.4.3.
Lemma 2.3.3. If multi-indices ~n and ~n ` ~ei both belong to the region tpn1, n2q : n2 ď n1 ` 1u, then
the zeroes of r~n,1pzq and r~n`~ei,1pzq interlace. Similarly, if multi-indices ~n and ~n` ~ei both belong to the
region tpn1, n2q : n2 ě n1 ` 1u, then the zeroes of r~n,2pzq and r~n`~ei,2pzq interlace.
Proof. The first claim was shown in [12, Theorem 2.1]. The proof of the second claim is identical provided
one knows that the functions AR~n,2pzq ` BR~n`~ei,2pzq have no more than n1 ` 1 zeroes in Rz∆1 all of
which are simple (A,B are arbitrary real constants). The last property can be established exactly as in
Lemma 1.4.3, where the cases A “ 0, B “ 1 and A “ 1, B “ 0 were considered. 
Recall that if qnpx;µq is the n-th monic orthogonal polynomial with respect to measure µ on the real
line, then qnpx;µq is the unique minimizer of the following variational problem:ż
q2npx;µqdµpxq “ min
"ż
q2pxqdµpxq : qpxq “ xn ` qn´1xn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q1x` q0, tqju P R
*
. (2.3.5)
Lemma 2.3.4. We have a bound
sup
iPt1,2u, ~nPZ2`:n2ďn1 or n2ěn1`2
|a~n,i| ď C~µ.
Proof. As shown in Lemma 1.4.3, it holds that
h~n,1 “
ż
P 2~npxqdµ1pxqr~n,1pxq
when n2 ď n1`1. Recall that the monic polynomials r~n,1pxq and r~n´~e1,1pxq have degree n2 and all their
zeroes belong to ∆τ when n2 ď n1 by Lemma 1.4.3. Let 0 ă l ă L be constants given by
l´1 def“ maxt|x´ y| : x P ∆1, y P ∆τu and L´1 def“ mint|x´ y| : x P ∆1, y P ∆τu. (2.3.6)
Then, when n2 ď n1, it follows from Lemma 2.3.3 that lr~n´~e1,1pxq ď Lr~n,1pxq for any x P ∆1 ą ∆τ . Let
γ be the midpoint of ∆1 and |∆1| be its length. Using (2.3.5), we get that
h~n´~e1,1 ě 4|∆1|2
ż
px´ γq2P 2~n´~e1pxq
dµ1pxq
r~n´~e1,1pxq
ě 4|∆1|2
l
L
ż
px´ γq2P 2~n´~e1pxq
dµ1pxq
r~n,1pxq
ě 4|∆1|2
l
L
min
"ż
q2pxqdµ1pxq
r~n,1pxq : qpxq “ x
|~n| ` ¨ ¨ ¨
*
“ 4|∆1|2
l
L
h~n,1.
Therefore, it follows from (1.4.9) that
|a~n,1| “ |h~n,1{h~n´~e1,1| ď p|∆1|2Lq{p4lq, n2 ď n1. (2.3.7)
Furthermore, we get from recursion relations (0.0.20) that
x´ b~n,i “ P~n`~eipxq
P~npxq ` a~n,1
P~n´~e1pxq
P~npxq ` a~n,2
P~n´~e2pxq
P~npxq . (2.3.8)
Take x “ β1`1, where ∆1 “ rα1, β1s. The interlacing property used in Lemma 2.3.2, see (2.3.4), implies
that the ratios of polynomials in the above formula are positive and bounded above and away from zero
independently of ~n. Thus, it follows from Lemma 2.3.2 and (2.3.7) that
|a~n,2| ď C~µ, n2 ď n1,
for some constant C~µ independent of ~n, which is not necessarily the same as in Lemma 2.3.2. The proof
in the case n2 ě n1`2 is absolutely analogous: we first use Lemmas 1.4.3 and 2.3.3 to show boundedness
of a~n,2 and then use recurrence relations (0.0.20) and Lemma 2.3.2 to deduce boundedness of a~n,1. 
We are left with proving (2.3.3). To proceed, let us recall some results from [40]. Consider the function
ψpzq “ z `
a
z2 ´ 1,
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which is the conformal map of Czr´1, 1s onto Czt|z| ď 1u such that ψp8q “ 8 and ψ1p8q ą 0. Let
µ be a Szegő measure on r´1, 1s and ta2n,iu2ni“1 Ă Czr´1, 1s define a sequence of multi-sets of complex
numbers that are conjugate-symmetric and satisfy
lim
nÑ8
2nÿ
i“1
`
1´ |ψpa2n,iq|´1
˘ “ 8 . (2.3.9)
We emphasize that the elements in each multi-set ta2n,iu2ni“1 can be equal to each other and some of
them can be equal to 8. Let mn be the number of finite elements in ta2n,iu2ni“1. Set
w2npzq def“
2nź
i“1
p1´ z{a2n,iq and rw2npzq def“ ź
|a2n,i|ă8
pz ´ a2n,iq,
which are polynomials of degree mn ď 2n ( rw2npzq is the monic renormalization of w2npzq). Conjugate-
symmetry of ta2n,iu2ni“1 guarantees that w2npzq is real on the real line. Notice that w2npzq ” 1 when
a2n,i “ 8 for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu. If γn is the leading coefficient of the n-th polynomial orthonormal with
respect to the measure |w2npxq|´1dµpxq, then
γ´2n
def“ min
"ż
q2pxq dµpxq|w2npxq| : qpxq “ x
n ` ¨ ¨ ¨
*
, (2.3.10)
see (2.3.5). It was shown in [40, Corollary 1] that
lim
nÑ8 γ
´2
n 2
2n
ź
|a2n,i|ă8
ˆ
ψpa2n,iq
2a2n,i
˙
“ 2Gpµq,
where Gpµq was introduced in (2.3.1). Furthermore, if rγn is defined via (2.3.10) with |w2npxq|´1dµpxq
replaced by | rw2npxq|´1dµpxq. Then it clearly holds that
lim
nÑ8 rγ´2n 22n´mn mnź
i“1
ψpa2n,iq “ 2Gpµq . (2.3.11)
More generally, let ν be a Szegő measure on an interval ∆ “ rα, βs and dnpzq be a monic polynomial
of degree mn ď 2n with all its zeroes belonging to an interval ∆˚ such that ∆˚ X∆ “ H. Define
∆npν, dnq def“ min
"ż
q2pxq dνpxq|dnpxq| : qpxq “ x
n ` ¨ ¨ ¨
*
. (2.3.12)
By rescaling the variables as xpsq “ |∆|ps` 1q{2` α, we get from (2.3.11) that
lim
nÑ8∆npν, dnqp4{|∆|q
2n´mn
mnź
i“1
ψps2n,iq “ |∆|Gpνq, (2.3.13)
where txpsn,iqumni“1 are the zeroes of dnpxq.
We will need the following auxiliary statement.
Lemma 2.3.5. If Gpτq ą ´8, then Gpτdq ą ´8. That is, the dual measure τd is a Szegő measure when
τ is a Szegő measure.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1.4 further below that τ 1dpxq exists almost everywhere on ∆τ and
τ 1dpxq “ |pτ`pxq|´2τ 1pxq ě `pi2τ 1pxq˘´1
for a.e. x P ∆τ . Thus, if we let wτ pxq def“
apx´ ατ qpβτ ´ xq, it holds that
Gpτdq ě exp
"
1
pi
ż
log
ˆ
1
wτ pxqτ 1pxq
˙
dx
wτ pxq `
1
pi
ż
log
ˆ
wτ pxq
pi2
˙
dx
wτ pxq
*
“ Cτ exp
"
1
pi
ż
log
ˆ
1
wτ pxqτ 1pxq
˙
dx
wτ pxq
*
ě Cτş
τ 1pxqdx ą 0,
where we used Jensen’s inequality at the last step. 
Lemma 2.3.6. Assume that τ is a Szegő measure. Then, there exists a constant C~µ such that
C´1~µ ď hpn,n`1q,2{hpn,n`1q,1 ď C~µ
for all n P N.
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Proof. Let ~n “ pn, n` 1q and l, L be as in (2.3.6). It follows from Corollary 1.4.5 and Lemma 1.4.3 that
lh~n,j ď |P~npxqR~n,jpxq{r~n,jpxq| ď Lh~n,j , x P ∆τ , (2.3.14)
(recall that h~n,j ą 0 for such ~n by Corollary 1.4.4). We further get from Lemma 1.4.2 thatż
xkr~n,2pxqR~n,2pxqdτdpxq
r~n,2pxq “ 0
for k ď n ´ 1 and deg r~n,2 “ n, where the measure R~n,2pxqdτdpxq{r~n,2pxq is non-negative on ∆τ , see
(1.4.8). Therefore,ż
xnR~n,2pxqdτdpxq “
ż
r2~n,2pxqR~n,2pxqdτdpxqr~n,2pxq “ minqpxq“xn`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxqR~n,2pxqdτdpxq
r~n,2pxq , (2.3.15)
where we used (2.3.5) for the last equality. One can readily check that
min
qpxq“xn`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxqdτ1pxq ď min
qpxq“xn`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxqdτ2pxq
if τ1pBq ď τ2pBq for all Borel sets B. Hence, it follows from (2.3.14) that
l2h~n,2∆npτd, P˚~n q ď min
qpxq“xn`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxqR~n,2pxqdτdpxq
r~n,2pxq ď L
2h~n,2∆npτd, P˚~n q,
where ∆npτd, P˚~n q is defined via (2.3.12), P˚~n pxq “ P~npxq{px´x~n,2n`1q, and we denote the zeroes of P~npxq
by x~n,1 ă . . . ă x~n,2n`1 (we stripped one zero from P~npxq since deg P~n “ 2n ` 1 ą 2n “ 2 deg r~n,2).
Similarly, we get that
lh~n,1∆n`1pτ, P~nq ď min
qpxq“xn`1`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxqR~n,1pxqdτpxq
r~n,1pxq ď Lh~n,1∆n`1pτ, P~nq
(here, we do not need to strip zeroes from P~npxq since deg P~n “ 2n`1 ă 2pn`1q “ 2 deg r~n,1). Then, it
follows from the last claim of Lemma 1.4.2 (the equality of the integrals), (2.3.15), and a similar formula
for R~n,1pxq that
1
}τ}
l
L2
∆n`1pτ, P~nq
∆npτd, P˚~n q
ď h~n,2
h~n,1
ď 1}τ}
L
l2
∆n`1pτ, P~nq
∆npτd, P˚~n q
. (2.3.16)
By Lemma 2.3.5, we know that τd is a Szegő measure and we can apply formula (2.3.13) to control the
ratios in the left-hand and right-hand sides of (2.3.16). We get
C∆τ ,∆1
Gpτq
Gpτdq ď lim infnÑ8
∆n`1pτ, P~nq
∆npτd, P˚~n q
ď lim sup
nÑ8
∆n`1pτ, P~nq
∆npτd, P˚~n q
ď C 1∆τ ,∆1
Gpτq
Gpτdq , (2.3.17)
where C∆τ ,∆1 and C 1∆τ ,∆1 depend only on the intervals ∆τ and ∆1. The desired claim now follows from
(2.3.16) and (2.3.17). 
Lemma 2.3.7. Assume that τ is a Szegő measure. Then,
lim
nÑ8hpn,nq,1{hpn,nq,2 “ 8.
Proof. Let ~n “ pn, nq. Similarly to (2.3.15), it follows from Lemma 1.4.2, (1.4.8), and (2.3.5) that
h~n,2 “ ´
ż
xnR~n,1pxqdτpxq “ min
qpxq“xn`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxq |R~n,1pxq|dτpxq|r~n,1pxq| .
As in the previous lemma, we get from (2.3.14) that
0 ď h~n,2
h~n,1
ď L min
q“xn`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxq dτpxq|P~npxq| “ L∆npτ, P~nq.
Again, as in the previous lemma, let xpsq “ |∆τ |ps` 1q `ατ , ∆τ “ rατ , βτ s. Then, we get from (2.3.13)
that
lim
nÑ8∆npτ, P~nq
2nź
i“1
ψps~n,iq “ |∆τ |Gpτq,
where x~n,i “ xps~n,iq, i P t1, . . . , 2nu, are the zeroes of P~npxq. Since ψpxps~n,iqq ě ψpxpα1qq ą 1, it holds
that limnÑ8∆npτ, P~nq “ 0, which finishes the proof of the lemma. 
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Lemma 2.3.8. Assume that µ1 is a Szegő measure. Then, there exists a constant C~µ such that
C´1~µ ď hpn,n`1q,1{hpn,nq,1 ď C~µ
holds for all n P N.
Proof. As shown in Lemma 1.4.3, it holds that deg r~n,1 “ n2 and
h~n,1 “
ż
P 2~npxqdµ1pxqr~n,1pxq “ minqpxq“x|~n|`¨¨¨
ż
q2pxqdµ1pxq
r~n,1pxq “ ∆|~n|pµ1, r~n,1q
when n2 ď n1`1, where we also used property (2.3.5) and definition (2.3.12). Let xpsq “ |∆1|ps`1q{2`
α1, where ∆1 “ rα1, β1s. Then, it follows from (2.3.13) that
lim
nÑ8∆2npµ1, rpn,nq,1q
`
4{|∆1|
˘3n nź
i“1
|ψpspn,nq,iq| “ |∆1|Gpµ1q,
where x~n,i “ xps~n,iq, i P t1, . . . , nu, are the zeroes of r~n,1pxq, and
lim
nÑ8∆2n`1pµ1, rpn,n`1q,1qp4{|∆1|
˘3n`1 n`1ź
i“1
|ψpspn,n`1q,iq| “ |∆1|Gpµ1q.
Recall that according to Lemma 2.3.3, the zeroes of r~n,1pxq and r~n`~el,1pxq interlace as long as both ~n
and ~n` ~el belong to the set tn2 ď n1 ` 1u. Thus,
|ψpxpατ qq|´1
n`1ź
i“1
|ψpspn,n`1q,iq| ď
nź
i“1
|ψpspn,nq,iq| ď |ψpxpβτ qq|´1
n`1ź
i“1
|ψpspn,n`1q,iq|,
where, as before, we write ∆τ “ rατ , βτ s ă ∆1. Therefore, by combining the previous estimates, we get
that
C´1~µ ď lim infnÑ8
hpn,n`1q,1
hpn,nq,1
ď lim sup
nÑ8
hpn,n`1q,1
hpn,nq,1
ď C~µ
which yields the desired claim. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. The proofs of the claims in (2.3.2) are contained in Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.4. It
further follows from (1.4.9) that
apn,n`1q,2 “ hpn,n`1q,2hpn,nq,2 “
ˆ
hpn,n`1q,2
hpn,n`1q,1
˙
¨
ˆ
hpn,nq,1
hpn,nq,2
˙
¨
ˆ
hpn,n`1q,1
hpn,nq,1
˙
.
Thus, the second claim of (2.3.3) is a consequence of Lemmas 2.3.6–2.3.8. The first claim of (2.3.3) now
follows from the considerations adduced right after (2.3.8). 
Part 3. Jacobi matrices of Angelesco systems
In this part, we consider Angelesco systems [4]. These are systems ~µ “ pµ1, µ2q that satisfy
∆1 X∆2 “ ∅, ∆i def“ chpsupp µiq “ rαi, βis, (3.0.1)
where, as before, chp¨q stands for the convex hull of a set. Without loss of generality, we assume that
∆1 ă ∆2 (recall that we write E1 ă E2 if two sets E1 and E2 satisfy supE1 ă inf E2). Note that ∆1, ∆2
is a system of two closed intervals separated by an open one. It will be convenient to use notation
dµ‹pxq def“ χ∆1pxqdµ1pxq ` χ∆2pxqdµ2pxq (3.0.2)
to define the “concatenation” of measures µ1 and µ2.
It is known, see [9, Appendix A], that Angelesco systems satisfy not only (0.0.18) and (2.1.1), but
also (1.1.8). In particular, Jacobi matrices J~κ of such systems are bounded and self-adjoint. It is also
known that lpzq P `2pVq for |z| ą R and some R ą 0, see [9, Proposition 4.2]. The function L~npzq has
no zeroes outside ∆1 Y ∆2 (see, e.g., Lemma 3.6.4) for any ~n. Therefore, (2.2.6) holds everywhere in
σpJ~κq Y supp µ1 Y supp µ2 as σpJ~κq Ă R.
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3.1. Poisson integrals
Our primary working tool in studying spectral properties of J~κ is the Green’s function GpY,X; zq,
whose boundary behavior we investigate via formula (2.2.7). To ease referencing while doing so, we
gather some well-known properties of functions harmonic in C`, the upper half-plane, in this section.
Proposition 3.1.1. Let vpzq be a function harmonic in C` and such that
sup
yą0
ż
R
|vpx` iyq|pdx ă 8 (3.1.1)
for some p ě 1. Then, there exists a finite (generally signed) measure µ on R such that
vpx` iyq “
ż
R
Pzptqdµptq, Pzptq def“ 1
pi
Im
ˆ
1
t´ z
˙
, z “ x` iy , (3.1.2)
where Pzptq is known as the Poisson kernel. The measure µ is constructed as
vpx` iyqdt Ñ˚ dµpxq as y Ñ 0`, (3.1.3)
where Ñ˚ denotes the weak˚ convergence of measures. The limit
µ1pxq “ lim
yÑ0`
vpx` iyq (3.1.4)
exists for Lebesgue almost all x on the real line (the limit in (3.1.4) can be taken in non-tangential sense)
and
dµpxq “ µ1pxqdx` dµsingpxq, (3.1.5)
where µsing is singular to Lebesgue measure. For each p ą 1, (3.1.1) holds if and only if µsing ” 0 and
µ1 P Lppdxq.
Proof. This proposition is a combination of Theorem I.3.1, I.3.5, and I.5.3 of [26]. 
Hereafter we use the following convention: for a closed interval ∆, we let ∆˝ be the corresponding
open interval. We denote by DCpIq the set of Dini-continuous functions on I P t∆,∆˝u (see, e.g., p.105
in [26]).
Proposition 3.1.2. Let vpzq “ Im fpzq for some function fpzq analytic in C` which satisfies
lim
yÑ`8 fpiyq “ 0. (3.1.6)
(1) If vpzq satisfies (3.1.1) for some p ą 1, then so does fpzq.
(2) Suppose vpzq satisfies (3.1.1) with p “ 1, the measure µ, defined in (3.1.3), is absolutely continu-
ous on some open, possibly unbounded, interval I, and µ1 P DCpIq, then fpzq extends continuously
to I from C`.
Proof. Given condition (3.1.6), we can write f “ v ` irv, where rv is the harmonic conjugate of v. Now,
the proof follows by applying a combination of Theorem III.2.3 and Corollary III.1.4 in [26]. 
The following result provides an integral representation of functions that are harmonic and positive
in C`.
Proposition 3.1.3. A function upzq is positive harmonic in C` if and only if
upx` iyq “ by `
ż
R
Pzptqdµptq, (3.1.7)
where b ě 0 and µ is a positive measure satisfying şRp1`x2q´1dµpxq ă 8. Given such upzq, the measure
µ can be obtained via (3.1.3).
Proof. These claims are contained in [26, Theorem I.3.5]. 
The function mpzq belongs to HN, the Herglotz-Nevanlinna class, if it is holomorphic in C` and has
non-negative imaginary part there. Such functions allow the following unique integral representation [26]
mpzq “ 1
pi
ż
R
ˆ
1
x´ z ´
x
x2 ` 1
˙
dµpxq ` bz ` a˜, z P C`, (3.1.8)
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where a˜ P R, and b, µ are as in (3.1.7). If mpzq has a holomorphic continuation to a punctured neigh-
borhood of infinity (where its has a simple pole), the measure µ is compactly supported and the above
representation becomes
mpzq “ ´pi´1pµpzq ` bz ` a, z P C`, (3.1.9)
where b ě 0, a P R, and pµpzq is the Markov function of µ, see (0.0.15). Notice that
Immpzq “ by `
ż
R
Pzptqdµptq.
Motivated by (3.1.3), we shall set
Imm` def“ µ . (3.1.10)
We will be particularly interested in reciprocals pµ´1 of Markov functions pµ. It follows straight from
the definition that pµ´1 P HN. Since µ is positive and has compact support, there exist a compactly
supported positive measure υ and a real number a such thatpµ´1pzq “ a` }µ}´1z ´ pυpzq. (3.1.11)
We called the measure υ dual to µ, see (1.4.4). Let DC0p∆q Ă DCp∆q be the subset of functions that
vanish at the endpoints of a closed interval ∆.
Proposition 3.1.4. Let µ be compactly supported non-negative measure and µsing denote its singular
part. It holds that
(1) The traces pµ˘pxq def“ limyÑ0˘ pµpx` iyq exist and are finite almost everywhere on the real line.
(2) µ1pxq “ ´pi´1 Im `pµ`pxq˘ almost everywhere on the real line.
(3) µptEuq “ limyÑ0` iypµpE ` iyq and supp µsing Ď  x : ´ limyÑ0` Im `pµpx` iyq˘ “ 8(.
(4) If supp µ “ ∆, µ is absolutely continuous, and µ1 P DC0p∆q, then pµpzq extends continuously to
R from C` and from C´. Moreover, pµ`pxq “ pµ´pxq.
(5) If, in addition to assumptions in (4), we have µ1pxq ą 0 for x P ∆˝, then pµ˘pxq ‰ 0, x P R.
Proof. (1) This claim follows from [26, Theorem I.5.3, Lemma III.1.1, and Theorem III.2.1].
(2) The claim is a restatement of (3.1.4).
(3) These statements can be found in [37, Proposition 1] and [39, Proposition 2.3.12].
(4) This claim follows from Proposition 3.1.2(2) since µ1 P DCpIq for any open interval I containing ∆.
(5) Since Im
`pµ`pxq˘ “ ´piµ1pxq by claim (2), it is non-vanishing on ∆˝. Moreover, Re `pµ`pxq˘ “ pµpxq
for x R ∆˝ and therefore is monotonically decreasing there while also equal to zero at infinity. Thus, it
is necessarily non-vanishing for x R ∆˝. 
3.2. Reference measures
As we mentioned before, formula (2.2.7) is central to our analysis and therefore we need to study the
functions L~npzq. Below, we shall often refer to the auxiliary lemmas proven in Section 3.6.
Lemma 3.2.1. Assume that the measure µk is supported on ∆k and is absolutely continuous with
µ1k P DC0p∆kq and µ1kpxq ą 0 for x P ∆k˝, k P t1, 2u. Then, given ~n P N2, the function L~npzq extends
continuously to the real line from C` and, in particular, the function |L~npxq| is well-defined, continuous,
and non-vanishing on the whole real line.
Proof. It follows from (0.0.16) and Proposition 3.1.2(2) that L~npzq extends continuously to the real
line from the upper and lower half-planes. Actually, as L~n`pxq and L~n´pxq are complex-conjugates of
each other, |L~npxq| is well-defied and continuous on all of C. It follows from Lemma 3.6.4(3) that it
is non-vanishing outside of ∆1˝ Y ∆2˝. We further get from Proposition 3.1.4(2-4) that ImL~n`pxq “
´piApkq~n pxqµ1kpxq on ∆k. Thus, |L~npxq| is non-vanishing outside of zeroes of Apkq~n pxq. However, we show
in Lemma 3.6.4(4) that ReL~n`pEq ‰ 0 for each such zero E. 
In the case of systems ~µ satisfying conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 we can introduce “reference measures”
as
|L~npxq|´2dµ‹pxq, (3.2.1)
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where µ‹ is the concatenated measure from (3.0.2). When ~µ is no longer smooth, we use the general
theory of Herglotz-Nevalinna functions to introduce them. We start with a few definitions. Given
ξ P pβ2, α1q, define D~n,ξpzq by
D~n,ξpzq def“ p´1qn2pz ´ ξqAp1q~n pzqAp2q~n pzq (3.2.2)
and non-negative function S~n,ξpxq by
S~n,ξpxq def“ |x´ ξ|´1
´
χ∆1pxq |Ap2q~n pxq|´1 ` χ∆2pxq |Ap1q~n pxq|´1
¯
.
Let E~n be the set of zeroes of A
p1q
~n pzqAp2q~n pzq. For each E P E~n, we define an auxiliary measure ν~n,E by
dν~n,Epxq def“ D~n,ξpxqA
p1q
~n pxq
px´ Eq2 dµ1pxq `
D~n,ξpxqAp2q~n pxq
px´ Eq2 dµ2pxq . (3.2.3)
This is a well-defined measure on ∆1Y∆2 since each E P ∆k is a double zero of the respective numerator.
In Lemma 3.6.4(2), we prove that ν~n,Epxq is in fact positive provided that ξ P pβ2, α1q. Recall that HN
stands for the Herglotz-Nevanlinna class.
Proposition 3.2.2. Given ~n P N2, it holds that pD~n,ξL~nq´1 P HN for any ξ P pβ2, α1q. There exists a
non-negative measure ω~n (the reference measure) supported on ∆1 Y∆2 such that
1
D~n,ξpzqL~npzq “
ż
R
S~n,ξpxqdω~npxq
x´ z `
ÿ
E: D~n,ξpEq“0
ζ~n,ξpEq
E ´ z ` a~n,ξ ` b~n,ξz, z P C` , (3.2.4)
where a~n,ξ P R, b~n,ξ ą 0 and the numbers ζ~n,ξpEq def“ ´pD1~n,ξpEqL~n`pEqq´1 are well-defined and positive
for every zero E of D~n,ξpxq (in fact, ζ~n,ξpEq “ }ν~n,E} ´ ν~n,EptEuq for each E P E~n). Measure ω~n has
no atoms at the zeroes of D~n,ξpzq. Moreover, if ~µ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1, then dω~npxq
is equal to (3.2.1).
Proof. It is shown in Lemma 3.6.4(2) that the linear form D~n,ξpxqQ~npxq is, in fact, a non-negative
measure on ∆1 Y ∆2 for any ξ P pβ1, α2q, and, according to Lemma 3.6.4(1), the Markov function of
this measure is equal to D~n,ξpzqL~npzq. Therefore, pD~n,ξL~nq´1 P HN and we get from (3.1.11) that there
exist constants b~n,ξ ą 0, a~n,ξ P R, and a non-negative measure υ~n,ξ such that`
D~n,ξpzqL~npzq
˘´1 ´ a~n,ξ ´ b~n,ξz “ ´pi´1pυ~n,ξpzq. (3.2.5)
The measure υ~n,ξ has a point mass at ξ since D~n,ξpzqL~npzq is holomorphic around ξ and has a simple
zero there. The mass at ξ can be computed via Proposition 3.1.4(3), where one needs to observe that
D1~n,ξpξqL~npξq ă 0 because Markov functions have negative derivatives on the real line away from the
support of the defining measure. If E P E~n, it follows from Proposition 3.1.4(3) and Lemma 3.6.4(4)
that
υ~n,ξptEuq “ ´pi lim
yÑ0`
´
iypD~n,ξpE ` iyqL~npE ` iyqq´1
¯
“ ´pipD1~n,ξpEqL~n`pEqq´1 “ pip}ν~n,E} ´ ν~n,EptEuqq´1 ą 0. (3.2.6)
Hence, the reference measure ω~n introduced in the proposition is equal to
dω~npxq “ pi´1S´1~n,ξpxqdυ~n,ξpxq ´
ÿ
E: D~npξ;Eq“0
S´1~n,ξpEqζ~n,ξpEqdδEpxq
and it has no atoms at zeroes of D~npξ;xq. To show that ω~n is indeed independent of ξ, let us derive an
explicit expression for it when ~µ satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.2.1. We know from Lemma 3.6.4(1,2)
and Proposition 3.1.4(2-4) that
ImpL~n`pxqq “ ´pi
´
χ∆1pxqAp1q~n pxqµ11pxq ` χ∆2pxqAp2q~n pxqµ12pxq
¯
. (3.2.7)
It further follows from Lemma 3.2.1 that |L~npxq| is continuous and non-vanishing on the real line.
Therefore, for any x R E~n we get that
´ pi´1 Imppυ~n,ξ`pxqq “ ´|L~npxq|´2D´1~n,ξpxq ImpL~n`pxqq ă 8. (3.2.8)
Thus, Proposition 3.1.4(3) yields that the support of the singular part of υ~n,ξ is a subset of the zeroes
of D~n,ξpzq (actually is equal to it by what precedes). Hence, in this case ω~n is an absolutely continuous
measure and it follows from Proposition 3.1.4(2) that
dω~npxq “ pi´1S´1~n,ξpxqυ1~n,ξpxqdx “ ´pi´2S´1~n,ξpxq Im
`pυ~n,ξ`pxq˘dx “ |L~npxq|´2dµ‹pxq
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as claimed, where we used (3.2.2), (3.2.7), (3.2.8), and Lemma 3.6.4(2) to get the last equality.
Let ~µ be any Angelesco system and t~µmu be a sequence of Angelesco systems satisfying conditions of
Lemma 3.2.1 and such that µm,l Ñ˚ µl as mÑ 8, l P t1, 2u. Since the moments of µm,l converge to the
corresponding moments of µl, MOPs with respect to ~µm converge uniformly on compact subsets of C
to the corresponding MOP with respect to ~µ. Thus, linear forms (0.0.12) with respect to ~µm converge
in the weak˚ topology to the corresponding linear form with respect to ~µ. Therefore, their functions of
the second kind (0.0.14) converge uniformly on closed subsets of Czp∆1Y∆2q to the respective function
of the second kind with respect to ~µ. Since compactly supported measures on the real line are uniquely
determined by their moments and those moments are the Laurent coefficients at infinity of the respective
Markov function, it also holds that the measures (3.2.3) and (3.2.5) defined with respect to ~µm converge
in the weak˚ topology to ν~n,E and υ~n,ξ, respectively. Notice that if E P En and µ‹ has no atom at E, it
holds that υ~n,ξptEuq “ pi}ν~n,E}´1 by (3.2.6). In particular, this is the case for each ~µm. Thus, the weak˚
limit of the reference measures corresponding to ~µm, which is obviously independent of ξ, is equal to
pi´1S´1~n,ξpxqdυ~n,ξpxq ´
ÿ
E: D~npξ;Eq“0
S´1~n,ξpEq
}ν~n,E} dδEpxq “ dω~npxq `
ÿ
EPE~n
S´1~n,ξpEq ν~n,EptEuq
}ν~n,E}p}ν~n,E} ´ ν~n,EptEuqqdδEpxq.
(3.2.9)
Fix E P E~n. Let k P t1, 2u be such that E P ∆k. Recall the definition of S~n,l,kpxq in (3.6.7) further
below. We get from the very definition of ν~n,E in (3.2.3), (3.2.6), and Lemmas 3.6.2 and 3.6.4(5) that
S´1~n,ξpEq ν~n,EptEuq
}ν~n,E}p}ν~n,E} ´ ν~n,EptEuqq “
S´1~n,ξpEqApkq~n`~elpEq
D1~n,ξpEqS~n,l,kpEq
D1~n,ξpEqpApkq~n q1pEq
D1~n,ξpEqL~n`pEq
µkptEuq “ Q~n`~elptEuq
S~n,l,kpEqL~n`pEq .
(3.2.10)
As the above expression is independent of ξ, so is the measure ω~n. 
3.3. Green’s functions
In this section, we study functions GpY,X; zq using equation (2.2.7). The Spectral Theorem applied
to self-adjoint operator JrXs gives
GpY,X; zq “ xpJrXs ´ zq´1δpXq, δpY qy “
ż
dxPrXs,λδpXq, δpY qy
λ´ z ,
where tPrXs,λu is the family of orthoprojectors associated with JrXs. The function F pλq “ xPrXs,λδpXq, δpY qy
has bounded variation and can be written as as difference of two non-decreasing function. Therefore,
GpY,X; zq is a difference of two HN functions and the nontangential boundary values GpY,X;xq˘ are
defined a.e. on R.
Let TrXs be the subtree with the root at X and ρrXs “ xPrXs,λδpXq, δpXqy be the spectral measure of
δpXq restricted to TrXs, see (0.0.2), where we also write ρO for ρrOs (we use square brackets to emphasize
that ρrXs is a spectral measure of δpXq with respect to a subtree and not the whole tree). Then
GpX,X; zq “ ´pρrXspzq and therefore ImGpX,Xq` “ piρrXs. (3.3.1)
Statements (3.3.1) and (2.2.7) provide a non-trivial application of the operator theory to the theory of
orthogonal polynomials. They say that the ratio of Markov functions of two “consecutive” linear forms
Q~n`~elpxq and Q~npxq is also a Markov function! Below, we shall verify it in a different way by providing
“explicit” expressions for ρrXs and more generally ImGpY,X;xq`. Again, we often refer to the auxiliary
lemmas proven in Section 3.6.
3.3.1. Function L~κpzq. By (2.2.7), GpO,O; zq “ ´L~1pzq{L~κpzq. While the behavior of the numerator
L~1pzq for smooth measures is described by Lemma 3.2.1, we have not yet addressed the behavior of
L~κpzq. Recall that function L~κpzq was defined in (2.2.2) and
L~κpzq “ κ2L~e1pzq ` κ1L~e2pzq “
`
κ1}µ1}´1
˘pµ1pzq ` `κ2}µ2}´1˘pµ2pzq, ~κ “ pκ2, κ1q . (3.3.2)
Lemma 3.3.1. The set E~κ
def“ tE : L~κpEq “ 0, E P Rzp∆1 Y ∆2qu is either empty or has exactly
one element in it. It is empty when ~κ “ ~ei, i P t1, 2u. If E P E~κ exists, it is necessarily a simple zero of
L~κpxq. If ~µ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.2.1, then L~κpzq extends continuously from C` to R
and the function |L~κpxq| is well-defined, continuous and non-vanishing on R except for a possible single
zero that belongs to Rzp∆1˝ Y∆2˝q.
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Proof of Lemma 3.3.1. The function L~κpzq “ ř2i“1 κipσipzq, σi “ }µi}´1µi, is analytic in Czp∆1 Y∆2q
and we are looking for its zeroes on the real line away from the intervals ∆1,∆2. Observe that the
equation L~κpxq “ 0 has no solutions on the set of interest when ~κ “ ~ei, i P t1, 2u, since in this case
it is a Markov function and Markov functions have no zeroes in the finite plane away from the convex
hull of the support of the defining measure. When κi ą 0, i P t1, 2u, we have that L~κpxq ą 0 for
x P pβ2,8q and L~κpxq ă 0 for x P p´8, α1q as one can see from (3.3.2). Since both functions κipσipxq
are decreasing in the gap pβ1, α2q, but one of them is negative and one is positive, there can be at most
one solution there. When κ1κ2 ă 0, there cannot be any solutions in pβ1, α2q. To show that there is at
most one solution in p´8, α1qYpβ2,8q in this case, notice that the original equation can be rewritten as
´ppσ1{pσ2qpxq “ κ2{κ1. The ratio ´ppσ1{pσ2qpzq is a Markov function of a measure supported on ∆1 Y∆2.
Indeed, it follows from (3.1.3) that
Imppσ1{pσ2qpx` iyqdx Ñ˚ pσ´12 pxqd` Im pσ1˘`pxq ` pσ1pxqd` Im pσ´12 ˘`pxq, (3.3.3)
which is indeed a positive measure supported on ∆1 Y ∆2 since pσ2pxq ă 0, x P ∆1, and pσ1pxq ą 0,
x P ∆2. Markov functions are monotonically decreasing on the real line away from the support and are
positive/negative to the right/left of the convex hull of the support of the defining measure. Thus, any
equation of the form ppσ1{pσ2qpxq “ τ ‰ 0 can have at most two solution away from ∆1 Y∆2, one in the
gap and one outside the gap, which proves the desired conclusion.
Continuity of |L~κpxq| when ~µ satisfies condition of Lemma 3.2.1 can be shown exactly as in the proof of
that lemma. Since ImL~κ˘pxq “ ¯piκkσ1kpxq on ∆k by Proposition 3.1.4(2-4), it vanishes at the endpoints
of the intervals ∆1,∆2. Hence, the traces L~κ˘pxq are real at those points and the considerations of the
previous paragraph can be extended from open intervals to closed ones. Since ImL~κ˘pxq does not vanish
on ∆1˝ Y∆2˝, there cannot be any other zeroes. 
Notice that for Dini-continuous measures, |L~κpxq| can vanish at an endpoint of the intervals ∆1,∆2.
3.3.2. Green’s functions at O. We already know from the Spectral Theory that GpO,O; zq P HN.
However, we can see it directly. Recall that σi “ }µi}´1µi and define
Ξ~µ
def“
ż
R
tdσ2ptq ´
ż
R
tdσ1ptq . (3.3.4)
We have Ξ~µ ą 0 since it is a difference of the centers of mass of probability measures supported on
disjoint intervals with supp σ1 ă supp σ2. Assuming that κ1 ‰ 0 (the case κ2 ‰ 0 can be treated
absolutely analogously), we have that
Ξ~µGpO,O; zq “ ´Ξ~µ L~1pzq
L~κpzq “ ´
pσ2pzq ´ pσ1pzq
κ2pσ2pzq ` κ1pσ1pzq “ 1κ1 ´ 1κ1κ2 ` κ21ppσ1{pσ2qpzq , (3.3.5)
where we used κ1 ` κ2 “ 1, (3.3.2), and Lemma 3.6.1. Since κ21 ,Ξ~µ ą 0, GpO,O; ¨q P HN if and only if
ppσ1{pσ2q P HN. The claim ppσ1{pσ2q P HN has been shown in the proof of Lemma 3.3.1 above, see (3.3.3).
Let SOpxq be a positive function on ∆1 Y∆2 given by
SOpxq def“
`
Ξ~µ}µ1}}µ2}
˘´1 ppµ1pxqχ∆2pxq ´ pµ2pxqχ∆1pxqq . (3.3.6)
This function will be used to obtain a convenient formula for the generalized eigenfunction Ψ, introduced
in the following proposition (for the general theory of eigenfunction expansion, check [14]).
Proposition 3.3.2. Let E~κ be as in Lemma 3.3.1. We have supp ρO Ď ∆1 Y∆2 Y E~κ and
d ImGpY,Oq`pxq “ piΨY pO;xqdρOpxq, (3.3.7)
where ΨpO;Eq “ lpEq{L~1pEq for E P E~κ,
ΨpO;xq “ S´1O pxq
ˆ
Λp0qpxq κk}µk} ´ p´1q
kpµ3´kpxqˆΛp2qpxq κ1}µ1} ´ Λp1qpxq κ2}µ2}
˙˙
(3.3.8)
for x P ∆k, k P t1, 2u, and otherwise ΨpO;xq “ 0. Furthermore, it holds that
J~κΨpO;xq “ xΨpO;xq and δpOqY “
ż
ΨY pO;xqdρOpxq. (3.3.9)
If ~µ satisfies conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 and
pµ1kpxqq´1 P Lpp∆kq (3.3.10)
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for some p ą 1 and each k P t1, 2u, then
dρOpxq “ SOpxq|L~κpxq|´2dµ‹pxq `
ÿ
EPE~κ
pL~1{L1~κqpEqdδEpxq. (3.3.11)
Remark. Assumption (3.3.10) is a non-essential technical condition which we use solely to simplify the
discussion of the behavior of ρO around a zero of |L~κpxq| when the latter happens to be an endpoint of
either ∆1 or ∆2.
Proof. The first claim follows from (3.3.5) and the definition of E~κ in Lemma 3.3.1. Assume first that
~µ satisfies conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 with the additional integrability assumption (3.3.10). We get from
Lemma 3.3.1 that |L~κpxq| is continuous on the real line with at most one zero, say E, that belongs to
Rzp∆1˝ Y ∆2˝q. Since ´GpO,O; zq is a Markov function by (3.3.5) and the explanation right after, it
follows from Lemma 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.1.4(2,3) that ρO is an absolutely continuous measure except
for a possible mass point at E. When E is not an endpoint of ∆1 or ∆2, we get from Proposition 3.1.4(3)
that ρO indeed has a mass point at E of mass pL~1{L1~κqpEq. If E is an endpoint of either ∆1 or ∆2,
we deduce from Proposition 3.1.4(3) and Lemma 3.6.5 further below that E is not a mass point (this is
exactly where the Lp-integrability is used). Hence, it only remains to compute the absolutely continuous
part of ρO, that is, pi´1 Im
`
GpO,O;xq`
˘
, see again Proposition 3.1.4(2). To this end, it holds that
GpO,O;xq` “ p´1qk pσ3´kpxq
Ξ~µ
κ3´kpσ3´kpxq ` κkpσk´pxq
|L~κpxq|2 ´ p´1q
k pσk`pxq
Ξ~µ
κ3´kpσ3´kpxq ` κkpσk´pxq
|L~κpxq|2
for x P ∆k, k P t1, 2u, where again σk “ }µk}´1µk are the normalized measures. By taking the imaginary
part of both sides and using pσk´pxq “ pσk`pxq and κ1 ` κ2 “ 1, we get that
Im
`
GpO,O;xq`
˘ “ p´1qk
Ξ~µ
κkpσ3´kpxq Im `pσk´pxq˘´ κ3´kpσ3´kpxq Im `pσk`pxq˘
|L~κpxq|2
“ p´1q
k
Ξ~µ
pσ3´kpxq Im `pσk´pxq˘
|L~κpxq|2 “ pi
p´1qk pµ3´kpxq
Ξ~µ}µ1}}µ2}
µ1kpxq
|L~κpxq|2 “ pi
SOpxqµ1kpxq
|L~κpxq|2
for x P ∆k by the very definition (3.3.6), which finishes the proof of (3.3.11).
Let us still assume that ~µ satisfies condition of Lemma 3.2.1 with the additional integrability assump-
tion (3.3.10). Set gY pzq to be GpY,O; zq when E~κ “ ∅ or E P E~κ is an endpoint of ∆1 or ∆2 and
otherwise set it to be GpY,O; zq ´ pLY {L~κqpEqpE ´ zq´1. Then, ´gOpzq is a Markov function of an
absolutely continuous measure with an Lp-density for some p ą 1 by Lemma 3.6.5. It follows from the
last claim of Proposition 3.1.1 and Proposition 3.1.2(1) that both real and imaginary parts of gOpzq
satisfy (3.1.1) with this p. Since gY pzq “ mY pLY {LOqpzqgOpzq and pLY {LOqpzq extends continuously to
the real line from the upper half-plane by Lemma 3.2.1, the imaginary part of gY pzq satisfies (3.1.1) with
the same p as well. Thus, it follows from the last claim of Proposition 3.1.1 that Im gY pzq is a Poisson
integral of an absolutely continuous measure whose density is equal to ImpgY`pxqq. Now, we get from
(2.2.2), (0.0.16), and (2.2.7) that
GpY,O; zq “ |L~κpzq|´2
´
Λ
p0q
Y pzq ´ Λp1qY pzqpµ1pzq ´ Λp2qY pzqpµ2pzq¯´`κ1}µ1}´1˘pµ1pzq ` `κ2}µ2}´1˘pµ2pzq¯ .
Since Imppµk`pxqq “ ´piµ1kpxq by Proposition 3.1.4(2-4), it holds that
Im
`
gY`pxq
˘ “ piµ1kpxq|L~κpxq|´2 ˆΛp0qY pxq κk}µk} ´ p´1qkpµ3´kpxq
ˆ
Λp2qpxq κ1}µ1} ´ Λ
p1qpxq κ2}µ2}
˙˙
for x P ∆k. That clearly yields (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) in the considered case.
If the system ~µ does not satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.2.1 with the additional integrability
assumption, approximate ~µ in the weak˚ topology by a sequence t~µmu of measures that do satisfy them
as it was done in the proof of Proposition 3.2.2. The explanation given there shows that the spectral
measures and measures generated by Green’s functions corresponding to ~µm will converge in the weak˚
sense to ρO and ImGpY,Oq` corresponding to ~µ, respectively. This convergence will clearly preserve
(3.3.7) and (3.3.8).
The first algebraic identity of (3.3.9) is a direct consequence of the first two claims of Proposition 2.2.3.
To prove the second identity, notice that
GpY,O; zq “
ż
R
ΨY pO;xqdρOpxq
x´ z
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by (3.1.2) and (3.1.3). Now, since ΨY pO;xqdρOpxq has finite total variation, the above formula, Fubini-
Tonelli Theorem, and Cauchy integral formula give thatż
R
ΨY pO;xqdρOpxq “ 1
2pii
ż
Γ
GpY,O; zqdz “ 1
2pii
¿
Γ
´
pJ~κ ´ zq´1δpOq
¯
Y
dz “ δpOqY ,
where Γ encircles σpJ~κq Y∆1 Y∆2 Y E~κ in the positive direction, the second identity is just definition
(2.2.7), and the last one is a part of the Spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators. 
3.3.3. Green’s functions at X ‰ O. Recall definition (2.2.9) of the commutator of two functions with
respect to a given vertex as well as definitions of functions Λpkqpxq in (2.2.8). Given X ‰ O, set
rΨpX;xq def“ mXppqmX 2ÿ
k“1
´“
Λpkqpxq,Λp0qpxq‰pXppqq ` “Λp3´kqpxq,Λpkqpxq‰pXppqqpµ3´kpxq¯χ∆kpxq
to be a function on V that depends of a parameter x P ∆1 Y ∆2. Clearly, each rΨY pX;xq extends
analytically from each interval ∆k.
Lemma 3.3.3. Given X P V, X ‰ O, it holds that SXpxq def“ rΨXpX;xq ą 0 and it is continuous for
x P ∆1 Y∆2.
We prove Lemma 3.3.3 further below in Section 3.6.1. Recall Proposition 3.2.2 and our notation that
JrXs stands for the restriction of J~κ to TrXs. If E P R and X P V, the symbol QXptEuq stands for the
mass of the form QΠpXq at point E, i.e.,
QXptEuq def“ Ap1qΠpXqpEqµ1ptEuq `Ap2qΠpXqpEqµ2ptEuq .
In the next result, we explain how the spectral measure ρrXs from (3.3.1) is related to the reference
measure at the point Xppq. We also introduce ΨpX;xq, a function on VrXs which is a generalized
eigenfunction of the operator JrXs.
Proposition 3.3.4. Let X ‰ O and EY be the set of zeroes of the polynomial Λp1qY pxqΛp2qY pxq. It holds
that
dρrXspxq “ SXpxqdωXppqpxq `
ÿ
EPEXppq
QXptEuqL´1Xppq`pEq dδEpxq, (3.3.12)
where the numbers QXptEuqL´1Xppq`pEq ě 0 are well-defined and non-negative for each E P EXppq . More-
over, it holds that
d ImGpY,Xq`pxq “ piΨY pX;xqdρrXspxq, (3.3.13)
for every Y P VrXs, where ΨpX;xq “ S´1X pxqrΨpX;xq. Furthermore, it holds that
JrXsΨpX;xq “ xΨpX;xq and δpXqY “
ż
ΨY pX;xqdρrXspxq. (3.3.14)
Remark. It follows directly from definition that Ψ satisfies a normalization ΨXpX;xq “ 1.
Proof. Assume first that ~µ satisfies conditions of Lemma 3.2.1. Recall that the traces pµk˘pxq are contin-
uous on the real line and are complex conjugates of each other, see Proposition 3.1.2(2). It follows from
(2.2.7) and (0.0.16) that
ImpGpY,X; zqq “ ´mXmXppq |LXppqpzq|´2 Im
´´
Λ
p1q
Y pzqpµ1pzq ` Λp2qY pzqpµ2pzq ´ Λp0qY pzq¯ ˆ´
Λ
p1q
Xppqpzqpµ1pzq ` Λp2qXppqpzqpµ2pzq ´ Λp0qXppqpzq¯˙ .
Since the first kind MOPs have real coefficients, a straightforward algebraic computation and Lemma 3.2.1
imply that ImpGpY,X; zqq has continuous traces on the real line and
ImpGpY,X;xq`q “ ´rΨY pX;xq|LXppqpxq|´2 Im `pµk`pxq˘, x P ∆k, k P t1, 2u. (3.3.15)
In particular, we get from Proposition 3.1.4(2-4), Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.3.3 that ImpGpX,X; zqq extends
continuously to the real line where it has a continuous and non-negative trace. Thus, it follows from
the maximum principle for harmonic functions that ImpGpX,X; ¨qq P HN, the fact that we already know
from the general Spectral Theory. Since ´GpX,X; zq is holomorphic at infinity, it is indeed a Markov
function. Formula (3.3.12) now follows from Propositions 3.1.4(2,3) and 3.2.2 since QXptEuq “ 0 for
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any E by absolute continuity of µ‹. Since ρrXs is absolutely continuous with continuous density, we get
from the last claim of Proposition 3.1.1 and Proposition 3.1.2(1) that both real and imaginary parts of
GpX,X; zq satisfy (3.1.1) for any p ą 1. Since GpY,X; zq “ mY pLY {LXqpzqGpX,X; zq and pLY {LXqpzq
extends continuously to the real line by Lemma 3.2.1, the imaginary part of GpY,X; zq also satisfies
(3.1.1) for any p ą 1. Thus, ImpGpY,X; zqq is a Poisson integral of an absolutely continuous measure
with density given by ImpGpY,X;xq`q, which, together with (3.3.15), proves (3.3.13) in the considered
case.
If the system ~µ does not satisfy assumptions of Lemma 3.2.1, approximate ~µ in the weak˚ topology
by systems ~µm that do satisfy these assumptions as it was done in the proof of Proposition 3.2.2. The
explanation given there shows that the spectral measures corresponding to ~µm converge in the weak˚
sense to ρrXs, the spectral measure corresponding to ~µ. On the other hand, the right-hand sides of
(3.3.12) corresponding to ~µm will converge weak˚ to SXpxq times the measure in (3.2.9). Formula
(3.3.12) now follows from (3.2.10) and from the identity SXpxq “ S~n,l,kpxq for x P ∆k which holds by
the definition of S~n,l,kpxq in (3.6.7), where ~n “ ΠpXppqq and l “ ιX . As ImGpY,Xq` is the weak˚ limit
of the corresponding measures with respect to ~µm, the validity of (3.3.13) follows as well.
The first algebraic identity of (3.3.14) is a direct consequence of the third claim of Proposition 2.2.3.
The second one can be justified exactly as in Proposition 3.3.2. 
3.4. Cyclic subspaces
In this section we derive an orthogonal decomposition of `2pVq into a direct sum of cyclic subspaces.
3.4.1. Trivial cyclic subspaces. Let X P V and αpxq be a polynomial. Formulas (3.3.9) and (3.3.14)
immediately allow us to conclude that
αpJrXsqδpXq “
ż
αpJrXsqΨpX;xqdρrXspxq “
ż
αpxqΨpX;xqdρrXspxq def“ pα P `2pVrXsq, (3.4.1)
where the last conclusion trivially holds as αpJrXsqδpXq is compactly supported in this case. Of course,
(3.4.1) can be further extended to continuous functions on ∆1Y∆2 using the Spectral Theorem. Namely,
let tPrXs,λu be the orthogonal spectral decomposition for JrXs. Then, it holds that
αpJrXsqδpXq def“
ˆż
αpλqdPrXs,λ
˙
δpXq P `2pVrXsq.
In fact, we can say more. Let CpXqrXs be the cyclic subspace of `
2pVrXsq generated by δpXq, that is,
C
pXq
rXs
def“ span
!
JnrXsδpXq : n P Z`
)
“  αpJrXsqδpXq : α is a polynomial(.
The next result is an analog of Proposition 0.0.2, where Ψ plays the role of orthogonal polynomials.
Proposition 3.4.1. Fix X P V. The map
αpxq ÞÑ pα “  pαY (Y PVrXs , pαY def“
ż
αpxqΨY pX;xqdρrXspxq, (3.4.2)
is a unitary map from L2pρrXsq onto CpXqrXs . In particular, it holds that
}α}2L2pρrXsq “ }pα}2`2pVrXsq and CpXqrXs “  pα : α P L2pρrXsq( . (3.4.3)
Thus, the formula
αpJrXsqδpXq def“ pα “ ż αpxqΨpX;xqdρrXspxq (3.4.4)
extends the definition of αpJrXsqδpXq from continuous functions αpxq to those in L2pρrXsq. We also have
that
xαpxq ÞÑ JrXspα, α P L2pρrXsq. (3.4.5)
Proof. The following argument is standard and we adduce it solely for completeness. Let αpxq be a
continuous function on ∆1 Y∆2. It follows from the Spectral Theorem that
}αpJrXsqδpXq}2`2pVrXsq “
@
αpJrXsqδpXq, αpJrXsqδpXq
D “ @|αpJrXsq|2δpXq, δpXqD
“
ż
|αpλq|2dxPrXs,λδpXq, δpXqy “
ż
|αpxq|2dρrXspxq “ }α}2L2pρrXsq (3.4.6)
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since ρrXs is the spectral measure for δpXq in `2pVrXsq. Take any α P L2pρrXsq and approximate it in
L2pρrXsq by a sequence
 
αpnq
(
of polynomials. Recall that each αpnqpJrXsq is compactly supported and
therefore is in `2pVrXsq. Because ΨY pX;xq is continuous on ∆1 Y∆2, it holds that pαY “ limnÑ8 pαpnqY
for every Y . Thus,ÿ
|ΠpY q|ăN
|pαY |2 ď ż |α|2dρrXs for any N P N ñ }pα}2`2pVrXsq ď ż |α|2dρrXs
and therefore
 pα : α P L2pρrXsq( Ď CpXqrXs . Furthermore, let Φ P CpXqrXs and pαpnq Ñ Φ as nÑ8 in `2pVrXsq
for some sequence
 
αpnq
(
of polynomials. By (3.4.6), we have supn }αpnq}L2pρrXsq ă 8 and, according to
Banach-Alaoglu, there exists ϕ P L2pρrXsq such that αpnkq Ñ ϕ weakly in L2pρrXsq as k Ñ8. Therefore,
evaluating at each Y P V, we get
pϕY “ ż ϕpxqΨY pX;xqdρrXspxq Ð ż αpnkqpxqΨY pX;xqdρrXspxq “ pαpnkqY Ñ ΦY
as k Ñ 8. Hence,  pα : α P L2pρrXsq( “ CpXqrXs . That is, the map α ÞÑ pα is onto as well as isometric
on the dense subset so it is isometric everywhere. Thus, the considered map α ÞÑ pα is actually unitary,
which finishes the proof of (3.4.3). Finally, one can readily see that
JrXspα “ JrXs ż ΨpX;xqαpxqdρrXspxq “ ż JrXsΨpX;xqαpxqdρrXspxq “ ż xΨpX;xqαpxqdρrXspxq
by (3.3.14), which shows (3.4.5). 
3.4.2. Non-trivial cyclic subspaces. Fix X P V and let Xi “ Xpchq,i, i P t1, 2u. Put
rρX def“ ωX ` ÿ
EPEX
µ‹ptEuqδE , (3.4.7)
where ωX is the reference measure from Proposition 3.2.2, EX is the set of zeroes of Λ
p1q
X pxqΛp2qX pxq, and
µ‹ is the concatenated measure from (3.0.2). It readily follows from (3.3.12) that
dρrXispxq “ νXipxqdrρXpxq, (3.4.8)
where νXipxq “ SXipxq for x P p∆1 Y∆2qzEX and νXipEq “ ApkqXi pEqL´1X`pEq for E P EX X∆k. Most
importantly for us there exists cX ą 1 such that
c´1X ď νXipxq ď cX , x P ∆1 Y∆2, (3.4.9)
according to Lemmas 3.3.3 and 3.6.3 (it is also continuous on p∆1 Y ∆2qzEX). Let ΨpXi;xq be the
generalized eigenfunction from Proposition 3.3.4. Recall that WXi ą 0. LetpΨY pX;xq def“ p´1qiW´1{2Xi ΨY pXi;xq, Y P VrXis, and pΨY pX;xq def“ 0, otherwise. (3.4.10)
We stress that pΨpX;xq is a function on V that is supported by VrXs with value zero at X itself. Define
pCpXq def“ "ż αpxqpΨpX;xqdrρXpxq : α P L2prρXq* . (3.4.11)
Let χi be the restriction operator that sends f P pCpXq to its restriction to VrXis, i P t1, 2u. It readily
follows from Proposition 3.4.1, (3.4.8), and property (3.4.9) that!
χif : f P pCpXq) “ CpXiqrXis .
Observe that χi : pCpXq Ñ CpXiqrXis is a bijection and the composition χ2 ˝ χ´11 is a bijection between CpX1qrX1s
and CpX2qrX2s . Altogether, we can say that
f P pCpXq ô supp f Ď VrX1s Y VrX2s, fi P CpXiqrXis , i P t1, 2u, and χ´11 f1 “ χ´12 f2, (3.4.12)
where fi is the restriction of f to VrXis.
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Proposition 3.4.2. Fix X P V. The function pΨpX;xq is a generalized eigenfunction of J~κ, that is, it
holds that
J~κpΨpX;xq “ xpΨpX;xq. (3.4.13)
Moreover, let the function gpXqi P pCpXq be given by
g
pXq
i
def“
ż
αpXi;xqpΨpX;xqdrρXpxq, αpXi;xq def“ p´1qiW 1{2Xi νXipxq. (3.4.14)
Then, it holds that χig
pXq
i “ χiδpXiq, i P t1, 2u, and
pCpXq “ span!Jn~κgpXqi : n P Z`). (3.4.15)
That is, each gpXqi is a generator of the cyclic subspace pCpXq. In particular, the formula
αpJ~κqgpXqi def“
ż
αpxqαpXi;xqpΨpX;xqdrρXpxq (3.4.16)
extends the definition of αpJ~κqgpXqi from continuous functions αpxq to those in L2prρXq. Furthermore, it
holds that
dρX,ipxq “
2ÿ
k“1
WXi
WXk
ν2Xipxq
νXkpxq
drρXpxq, (3.4.17)
where ρX,i “ ρgpXqi is the spectral measure of g
pXq
i with respect to the operator J~κ.
Proof. If Y R VrXs, it clearly holds that pJ~κpΨpX;xqqY “ 0 “ xpΨY pX;xq. Further, we get straight from
(3.4.10) that
pJ~κpΨpX;xqqX “W 1{2X1 pΨX1pX;xq `W 1{2X2 pΨX2pX;xq “ ´ΨX1pX1;xq `ΨX2pX2;xq “ 0 “ xpΨXpX;xq
since ΨXipXi;xq “ 1 according to their definition, see remark after Proposition 3.3.4. Moreover, if
Y P VXi , then we get from (3.4.10) and (3.3.14) that
pJ~κpΨpX;xqqY “ p´1qiW´1{2Xi pJrXisΨpXi;xqqY “ p´1qiW´1{2Xi xΨY pXi;xq “ xpΨY pX;xq,
which proves (3.4.13). Further, it holds that χig
pXq
i “ χiδpXiq since`
g
pXq
i
˘
Y
“ p´1qiW´1{2Xi
ż
αpXi;xqΨY pXi;xqdrρXpxq “ ż ΨY pXi;xqdρrXispxq “ δpXiqY , Y P VrXis,
where we used (3.4.10), (3.4.8), and (3.3.14). Now, according to (3.4.12), to prove (3.4.15) it is enough
to show that the closure of the span of χiJn~κg
pXq
i is equal to C
pXiq
rXis . As χi and J~κ commute by (3.4.11) and
(3.4.13) (or, put differently, χiJn~κg
pXq
i “ JnrXispχiδpXiqq q the latter claim follows. Formula (3.4.16) can
be obtained through approximation by polynomials exactly as an analogous formula of Proposition 3.4.1
was proved. Finally, to get (3.4.17), observe thatA
pJ~κ ´ zq´1gpXqi , gpXqi
E
“
2ÿ
k“1
1
Wk
Bż
αpXi;xq
x´ z ΨpXk;xqdrρXpxq,
ż
αpXi;xqΨpXk;xqdrρXpxqF
“
2ÿ
k“1
Wi
Wk
Bż
νXipxq
px´ zqνXkpxq
ΨpXk;xqdρrXkspxq,
ż
νXipxq
νXkpxq
ΨpXk;xqdρrXkspxq
F
where we used (3.4.8) and (3.4.16). Now it follows from (0.0.2), (3.3.14), (3.4.4), and (3.4.8) thatż
dρX,ipxq
x´ z “
2ÿ
k“1
Wi
Wk
ż
ν2Xipxq
νXkpxq
drρXpxq
x´ z .
Since Markov functions are uniquely determined by their defining measures, (3.4.17) follows. 
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3.4.3. Decomposition into an orthogonal sum of cyclic subspaces. In this subsection, we will
prove a theorem that, in the view of Theorem 0.0.1, constitutes the central result of this paper.
Theorem 3.4.3. The Hilbert space `2pVq decomposes into an orthogonal sum of cyclic subspaces of J~κ
as follows:
`2pVq “ CpOq ‘ L, L “ ‘ZPVpCpZq . (3.4.18)
Proof. First, we need to show that the subspaces on the right-hand side of (3.4.18) are orthogonal to
each other. Recall that pCpY q is supported by the subtree TrY s. Let Z,X P V, Z ‰ X. If the subtrees TrXs
and TrZs are disjoint, the subspaces pCpXq and pCpZq are naturally orthogonal. If they are not disjoint, one
is a subtree of another. Assume for definiteness that TrZs is a (proper) subtree of TrXs. That is, Z is a
descendant of X. Let i P t1, 2u be such that Z is equal to or is a descendant of Xpchq,i. Let αpxq be a
polynomial and f P pCpZq. ThenA
f, αpJ~κqgpXqi
E
“
A
αpJ~κqf, gpXqi
E
“
A
αpJ~κqf, δpXiq
E
“ `αpJ~κqf˘Xi “ 0
since αpJ~κqf P pCpZq and Xi does not belong to the support of any h P pCpZq. Because functions αpJ~κqgpXqi
are dense in pCpXq by (3.4.15), we get that pCpXq K pCpZq as claimed. When the subspace pCpXq is replaced
by CpOq, the proof remains absolutely the same except that we need to consider functions αpJ~κqδpOq
instead of αpJ~κqgpXqi .
Since all cyclic subspaces are orthogonal to each other, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show
that finite sums of the above cyclic subspaces contain all the functions with compact support. As the
latter are linear combinations of delta functions, it is sufficient to show that all delta functions belong
to such finite sums. Trivially, it holds that δpOq P CpOq. By going down the tree T, we shall inductively
show that
δpXq P CpOq ‘ LX , LX “ ‘Y PpathpXppq,OqpCpY q ,
for any X P V, X ‰ O, where pathpXppq, Oq is the same as (2.2.1). Take such X and assume the claim is
true for Xppq and Xpgq, where Xpgq is parent of Xppq. Let Z be the sibling of X. It follows from (3.4.14)
that ´
g
pXppqq
ιZ
¯
Z
“ 1 and
´
g
pXppqq
ιZ
¯
X
“ p´1qιXW´1{2X
ż
αpZ;xqdrρXpxq “ ´pWZ{WXq1{2.
We further get from the very definition of J~κ in (2.1.4) that`
J~κδ
pXppqq˘
X
“W 1{2X ,
`
J~κδ
pXppqq˘
Z
“W 1{2Z ,
`
J~κδ
pXppqq˘
Xppq
“ VXppq , and
`
J~κδ
pXppqq˘
Xpgq
“ UXppq ,
where UXppq “ 0 if Xppq “ O and UXppq “ W 1{2Xppq otherwise (all other values of J~κδpXppqq are equal to
zero). Extend ΨpX;xq from VrXs to the whole set V by zero. Thena
WXWZ
”
W
´1{2
Z
´
J~κδ
pXppqq ´ VXppqδpXppqq ´ UXppqδpXpgqq
¯
´ gpXppqqιZ
ı
“WXδpXq `WZ
ż
νZpxq
νXpxqΨpX;xqdρrXspxq “
ż
βpX;xqΨpX;xqdρrXspxq def“ pβpXq, (3.4.19)
where we used (3.3.14) for the last equality. By (3.4.9), the function βpX;xq def“ WX `WZpνZ{νXqpxq
is strictly positive on the support of ρrXs. Observe that pβpXq is supported on VrXs and has value
WX `WZ ą 0 at X. It follows from the properties of βpX;xq that 
αpxqβpX;xq : α is a polynomial( “ L2pρrXsq,
where the closure is taken in L2pρrXsq-norm. Thus, there exists a sequence of polynomials tαpnqpxqu such
that αpnqpxqβpX;xq Ñ 1 as nÑ8 in L2pρrXsq-norm and therefore
αpnqpJrXsqpβpXq “ ż αpnqpxqβpX;xqΨpX;xqdρrXspxq Ñ δpXq (3.4.20)
as n Ñ 8 in `2pVrXsq by (3.4.5) and since pβpXq P CpXqrXs , where we extend αpnqpJrXsqpβpXq from VrXs to
V by zero. On the other hand, it follows from (3.4.19) that
JrXspβpXq “ J~κpβpXq ´W 1{2X pβXpXqδpXppqq “ γpJ~κqδpXppqq ` J~κ ´c1δpXpgqq ` c2gpXppqqιZ ¯ P CpOq ‘ LX ,
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where γpxq is a certain quadratic polynomial and c1, c2 are certain constants (all explicitly expressible
using (3.4.19)) and the last conclusion follows from the inductive hypothesis and the nature of cyclic
subspaces, see (3.4.15). By iterating the above relation we get that
αpnqpJrXsqpβpXq P CpOq ‘ LX ñ δpXq P CpOq ‘ LX ,
where the last conclusion is a consequence of (3.4.20) and CpOq ‘ LX being closed. That finishes the
proof of the theorem. 
3.5. Spectral analysis
In this section, we will apply Theorem 3.4.3 to the analysis of the spectral type of J~κ.
Theorem 3.5.1. Let E~κ be as in Lemma 3.3.1. It holds that
σpJ~κq Ď ∆1 Y∆2 Y E~κ . (3.5.1)
Furthermore, if suppµk “ ∆k for each k P t1, 2u, then inclusion in (3.5.1) becomes equality.
Proof. It follows from Theorems 0.0.1 and 3.4.3, and Proposition 3.4.2 that
σpJ~κq “ supp ρO Y
ď
ZPV
supp ρZ,1
where ρZ,1 is the spectral measure of g
pZq
1 . As stated in Proposition 3.3.2, we have that
supp ρO Ď ∆1 Y∆2 Y E~κ ,
where inclusion becomes equality when suppµk “ ∆k for each k P t1, 2u as can be seen from (3.3.3)
and (3.3.5). We further get from (3.4.17) that ρZ,1 is absolutely continuous with respect to pρZ . Since
supp pρZ Ď ∆1Y∆2 by (3.4.7), Proposition 3.2.2, and Lemma 3.6.3, the claim of the theorem follows. 
This result complements characterization of the essential spectrum of J~κ obtained in the recent preprint
[10] where all right limits of J~κ for ~κ “ ~ei were computed for the case where the measures µ1, µ2 are
absolutely continuous with analytic and non-vanishing densities.
As the following example shows, in general, σpJ~κq ‰ suppµ1 Y suppµ2 even when E~κ “ ∅. Thus,
equality (0.0.5) does not hold for the case of multiple orthogonality.
Example. Consider any probability measures µ1, µ2 for which supp µ1 “ r´1, 0s and supp µ2 “ t1, 2uY
r3, 4s, i.e., 1 and 2 are isolated atoms of µ2. Clearly, ∆1 “ r´1, 0s and ∆2 “ r1, 4s. Consider J~e1 . Formulae
(3.3.1) and (3.3.5) become pρOpzq “ 1
Ξ~µ
pµ2pzq ´ pµ1pzqpµ2pzq .
Since pµ2pzq necessarily has a zero on p1, 2q, ρO has a point mass there and therefore its support is clearly
not a subset of supp µ1 Y supp µ2.
It is standard in the multidimensional scattering theory to deal with operators that have purely
absolutely continuous spectrum (see [38] for basics of Spectral Theory). In the next theorem, we provide
simple conditions for J~κ to have such a spectrum.
Theorem 3.5.2. Suppose that dµkpxq “ µ1kpxqdx and pµ1kq´1 P L8p∆kq for each k P t1, 2u. Then, the
spectrum of J~ei is purely absolutely continuous for each i P t1, 2u.
Proof. We need to show that the spectral measures ρO and tρZ,1u, Z P V, are all absolutely continuous.
It follows from (3.4.17) that ρZ,1 is absolutely continuous with respect to rρZ . Since measures µ1, µ2 have
no mass points, we get from (3.4.7) that rρZ is equal to the reference measure ω~n, ~n “ ΠpZq. To show
that the latter has no singular part, it is enough to prove that
lim sup
yÑ0`
Im
´`
D~n,ξpx` iyqL~npx` iyq
˘´1¯ ă 8 for every x P p∆1 Y∆2qzE~n,
according to (3.2.4) and Proposition 3.1.4(3), where E~n is the set of zeroes of A
p1q
~n pzqAp2q~n pzq and D~n,ξpzq
is given by (3.2.2) with ξ P pβ1, α2q. It clearly holds that
lim
yÑ0`
Im
´`
D~n,ξpx` iyqL~npx` iyq
˘´1¯ ď lim
yÑ0`
`´ Im `D~n,ξpx` iyqL~npx` iyq˘˘´1 .
Fix k P t1, 2u and a closed subinterval ∆ of ∆kzE~n. By the conditions of the theorem and the definition
of E~n there exists  ą 0 such that
|x´ ξ||Ap3´kq~n pxq|Apkq~n pxq2µ1kpxq ě 
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almost everywhere on ∆. Then, it follows from Lemma 3.6.4(1,2) that
´ Im `D~n,ξpx` iyqL~npx` iyq˘ “ y ż Q~npsqD~n,ξpsqpx´ sq2 ` y2 ě 
ż
∆
y ds
px´ sq2 ` y2 .
Therefore, for every x P ∆ it holds that
lim sup
yÑ0`
Im
´`
D~n,ξpx` iyqL~npx` iyq
˘´1¯ ď 2{p piq.
As ∆ was arbitrary closed subinterval of p∆1Y∆2qzE~n and ω~n has no mass points at the elements of E~n
by its very definition, ω~n is indeed absolutely continuous. The absolute continuity of ρO can be shown
analogously using (3.3.1), (3.3.3), and (3.3.5). 
3.6. Appendix to Part 3
In this appendix we collected some results that were used in the main text.
3.6.1. Some properties of Apkq~n pxq. Recall that Ap1qp1,1qpxq and Ap2qp1,1qpxq have degree 0 and therefore are
constants.
Lemma 3.6.1. It holds that
A
p1q
p1,1q “ ´Ξ´1~µ }µ1}´1 and Ap2qp1,1q “ Ξ´1~µ }µ2}´1 , (3.6.1)
where Ξ~µ was defined in (3.3.4). In particular, A
p1q
p1,1q ă 0 and Ap2qp1,1q ą 0 .
Proof. The claim is a consequence of the fact that Ap1qp1,1q, A
p2q
p1,1q solve the system of equationsż ˆ
A
p1q
p1,1qdµ1pxq `Ap2qp1,1qdµ2pxq
˙
“ 0 and
ż
x
ˆ
A
p1q
p1,1qdµ1pxq `Ap1qp1,1qdµ2pxq
˙
“ 1. 
Recall that we assumed ∆1 ă ∆2. Let
λ~n,1
def“ coeffn1´1Ap1q~n and λ~n,2 def“ coeffn2´1Ap2q~n .
Lemma 3.6.2. We have that
signλ~n,1 “ p´1qn2 and signλ~n,2 “ 1 .
Proof. Comparing the leading coefficients in recursion relations (0.0.22) gives λ~n,j “ a~n,jλ~n`~ej ,j . By
taking into account that a~n,j ą 0, we get
signλpn1,n2q,1 “ signλp1,n2q,1 and signλpn1,n2q,2 “ signλpn1,1q,2 , ~n P N2 . (3.6.2)
It follows from Lemma 3.6.1 that λp1,1q,1 “ Ap1qp1,1q ă 0 and λp1,1q,2 “ Ap2qp1,1q ą 0. Therefore,
signλpn1,1q,1 “ ´1 and signλp1,n2q,2 “ 1 .
It follows from orthogonality conditions (0.0.10) for the multi-index p1, n2q thatż
qpxq
ˆ
A
p1q
p1,n2qpxqdµ1pxq `A
p2q
p1,n2qpxqdµ2pxq
˙
“ 0
for all polynomials qpxq of degree at most n2 ´ 1. By taking qpxq “ Ap2qp1,n2qpxq, we get
´
ż `
A
p2q
p1,n2qpxq
˘2
dµ2pxq “
ż
A
p1q
p1,n2qpxqA
p2q
p1,n2qpxqdµ1pxq.
Since all the zeroes of Ap2qp1,n2qpxq are on ∆2 and A
p1q
p1,n2q “ λp1,n2q,1 is a constant, we get that
´1 “ signλp1,n2q,1 ¨ signλp1,n2q,2 ¨ p´1qn2´1 “ p´1qn2´1 ¨ signλp1,n2q,1
and therefore signλ~n,1 “ signλp1,n2q,1 “ p´1qn2 by (3.6.2). That proves the first statement. The second
one can be proved similarly. 
Let E~n,k be the set of zeroes of A
pkq
~n pxq, k P t1, 2u, and E~n “ E~n,1 Y E~n,2.
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Lemma 3.6.3. It holds that E~n,k Ă ∆k and #E~n,k “ nk ´ 1. That is, all the zeroes of Apkq~n pxq are
simple and belong to ∆k. Write E~n,k “
 
x
p~n,kq
1 , . . . , x
p~n,kq
nk´1
(
, where the zeroes are labeled in the increasing
order. The sets E~n`~el,k and E~n,k interlace for any k, l P t1, 2u and
x
p~n,2q
1 ă xp~n`~e1,2q1 ă xp~n,2q2 ă . . . ă xp~n,2qn2´1 ă xp~n`~e1,2qn2´1 (3.6.3)
while
x
p~n`~e2,1q
1 ă xp~n,1q1 ă xp~n`~e2,1q2 ă . . . ă xp~n`~e2,1qn1 ă xp~n,1qn1 (3.6.4)
(in the other two situations the order is uniquely induced by the fact that #E~n`~ek,k “ #E~n,k ` 1).
Proof. The statements about location of zeroes and interlacing can be proved in the standard way (see,
e.g., [19, Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 5] for the proofs). We only need to show (3.6.3) and (3.6.4). Let
us prove (3.6.3), the argument for (3.6.4) is identical. By (0.0.22), we have two identities
xA
p2q
~n pxq “ Ap2q~n´~eipxq ` b~n´~ei,iAp2q~n pxq ` a~n,1Ap2q~n`~e1pxq ` a~n,2Ap2q~n`~e2pxq , i P t1, 2u .
Subtracting one from another, we get
A
p2q
~n´~e1pxq ´Ap2q~n´~e2pxq “ pb~n´~e2,2 ´ b~n´~e1,1qAp2q~n pxq .
Taking x “ xp~n,2qn2´1, the largest zero of Ap2q~n pxq, in the previous identity yields
A
p2q
~n´~e1pxp~n,2qn2´1q “ Ap2q~n´~e2pxp~n,2qn2´1q . (3.6.5)
The leading coefficients of tAp2q~m pxqu are all positive by Lemma 3.6.2 and the zeroes of Ap2q~n´~e2pxq and
A
p2q
~n pxq interlace, so Ap2q~n´~e2pxp~n,2qn2´1q ą 0. Thus, Ap2q~n´~e1pxp~n,2qn2´1q ą 0 by (3.6.5). Since the zeroes of Ap2q~n´~e2pxq
and Ap2q~n pxq also interlace, we conclude that the zeroes of Ap2q~n pxq dominate those of Ap2q~n´~e1pxq. 
Define the polynomials tT~n,lpxqu by
T~n,lpxq def“
`
A
p2q
~n`~elA
p1q
~n ´Ap1q~n`~elA
p2q
~n
˘pxq, l P t1, 2u . (3.6.6)
Proof of Lemma 3.3.3. It holds by the very definition (0.0.12) that
T~n,lpxqdµ1pxq “ T~n,lpxqdµ1pxq ˘Ap2q~n`~elpxqA
p2q
~n pxqdµ2pxq “ Ap2q~n`~elpxqQ~npxq ´A
p2q
~n pxqQ~n`~elpxq.
Since the degree of Ap2q~n`~elpxq is n2 ` l ´ 2, we get from (0.0.10) thatż
xkT~n,lpxqdµ1pxq “ 0, k P t0, . . . , n1 ´ lu.
Thus, polynomial T~n,lpxq has at least n1´ l`1 zeroes on ∆1. Similarly, we can show that T~n,lpxq satisfies
n2 ` l ´ 2 orthogonality conditions with respect to µ2 and therefore it has at least n2 ` l ´ 2 zeroes on
∆2. Because its degree is n1 ` n2 ´ 1, all its zeroes are accounted for and are simple. We can write this
polynomials as a product of its leading coefficient and monic polynomials T~n,l,1pxq and T~n,l,2pxq that
have their zeroes on ∆1 and ∆2, respectively.
Without loss of generality we assume that ~µ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 as the general
case can be obtained via weak˚ approximation of measures. First, we undo the transformations leading
to the definition of SXpxq. Let ~n “ ΠpXppqq and l “ ιX . It follows from (2.2.9) that
SXpxq “
´`
A
p0q
~n`~elA
pkq
~n ´Apkq~n`~elA
p0q
~n
˘pxq ` p´1qkpµ3´kpxq`Ap2q~n`~elAp1q~n ´Ap1q~n`~elAp2q~n ˘pxq¯
for x P ∆k. Taking the formulae (2.2.7) and (3.3.15) with Y “ X, we get
piSXpxqµ1kpxq “ ´ Im
`
L~n`~el`pxqL~n´pxq
˘
.
On the other hand, it follows from Plemelj-Sokhotski formulae, see [25, Section I.4.2], that
piSXpxqµ1kpxq “ ´ Im
ˆˆ
p.v.
ż
R
Q~n`~elpsq
x´ s ´ piiµ
1
kpxqApkq~n`~elpxq
˙ˆ
p.v.
ż
R
Q~npsq
x´ s ` piiµ
1
kpxqApkq~n pxq
˙˙
for x P ∆k, where “p.v.” stands for “principal value”. Notice that it follows form (0.0.10) that
P´1pxqp.v.
ż
R
P psqQ~mpsq
x´ s “ P
´1pxq
ż
P psq ´ P pxq
x´ s Q~mpxq ` p.v.
ż
R
Q~mpsq
x´ s “ p.v.
ż
R
Q~mpsq
x´ s
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for any polynomial P pxq of degree at most |~m| ´ 1. In particular, if Y “ X and we let l “ ιX , in which
case ~m “ ~n` ~el, then it holds that
A
pkq
~n`~elpxqp.v.
ż
R
Q~npsq
x´ s ´A
pkq
~n pxqp.v.
ż
R
Q~n`~elpsq
x´ s
“ 1
T pxqp.v.
ż
R
T psq`Apkq~n`~elpsqQ~npsq ´Apkq~n psqQ~n`~elpsq˘
x´ s
“ p´1q
k
T pxq
ż
R
T psqT~n,lpsq
x´ s dµ3´kpsq, x P ∆k,
for any polynomial T pxq with real coefficients and of degree at most n2 ` l´ 2 if k “ 1 and of degree at
most n1 ´ l ` 1 when k “ 2. Hence, taking T pxq “ T~n,l,3´kpxq, we have shown that
S~n,l,kpxq def“ SXpxq “ p´1q
k
T~n,l,3´kpxq
ż
R
T~n,l,3´kpsqT~n,lpsq
x´ s dµ3´kpsq, x P ∆k, (3.6.7)
which is clearly a non-vanishing function. To prove positivity, take k “ 1. Polynomial T~n,l,2pxq is monic
and has all of its n2 ` l ´ 2 zeroes on ∆2. Thus, its sign on ∆1 is equal to p´1qn2`l. Polynomial
T~n,l,2pxqT~n,lpxq has double zeroes on ∆2 and the same leading coefficient as p´1qlAplq~n`~elpxqA
p3´lq
~n pxq.
The latter has the same sign as p´1qn2`l by Lemma 3.6.2, and therefore,
SXpxq “ ´1|T~n,l,2pxq|
ż
R
|T~n,l,2psqT~n,lpsq|
x´ s dµ2psq ą 0, x ă β2,
as claimed. The case of k “ 2 can be considered similarly. 
3.6.2. Properties of L~npzq. Recall the definitions of D~n,ξpzq in (3.2.2), the measure ν~n,E in (3.2.3), the
polynomials T~n,kpxq in (3.6.6), and the functions S~n,l,kpxq in (3.6.7). The set En is the set of zeroes of
the polynomial Ap1q~n pzqAp2q~n pzq.
Lemma 3.6.4. It holds that
(1) If Dpxq is a polynomial of degree at most |~n| ´ 1, then
L~npzq “ D´1pzq
ż
R
`
Q~nD
˘pxq
z ´ x . (3.6.8)
(2) The measure D~n,ξpxqQ~npxq is non-negative on ∆1 Y ∆2 for every ξ P pβ1, α2q. In particular,
ν~n,E is a positive measure.
(3) The function L~npzq has no zeroes outside ∆1 Y∆2 and its restriction to Rzp∆1 Y∆2q has well-
defined nonzero limits at the endpoints of ∆1 and ∆2.
(4) If E P E~n, then ´D1~n,ξpEq limÑ0` L~npE ` iq “ }ν~n,E} ´ ν~n,EptEuq ą 0.
(5) If E P E~n X∆k, then }ν~n,E} “ ´D1~n,ξpEqS~n,l,kpEq{Apkq~n`~elpEq for either l P t1, 2u.
Proof. (1) The claim follows form orthogonality condition (0.0.10), (0.0.12), and (0.0.14) since
0 “
ż
R
Q~npxqpDpxq ´Dpzqq
x´ z “
ż
R
`
Q~nD
˘pxq
x´ z `
`
DL~n
˘pzq.
(2) Since Apkq~n pxq has all its zeroes localized to ∆k, it follows from Lemma 3.6.2 that
p´1qn2px´ ξqAp2q~n pxq ą 0, x P ∆1, and p´1qn2px´ ξqAp1q~n pxq ą 0, x P ∆2,
which yields positivity of D~n,ξpxqQ~npxq.
(3) It follows from claims (2) and (1), applied with Dpxq “ D~n,ξpxq, that pD~n,ξL~nqpyq ă 0 for y P
p´8, α1s and pD~n,ξL~nqpyq ą 0 for y P rβ2,8q (the limits at α1 and β1 might be infinite, but they
always exist since Markov functions are decreasing on the real line away from the support of the defining
measure). Hence, L~npxq is non-vanishing there. To show that L~npxq has no zeroes in the lacuna rβ1, α2s,
take Dpxq “ D~n,ηpxq with η ă α1 and D~n,η is defined by (3.2.2). Observe that in this case pQ~nD~n,ηqpxq
is non-positive on ∆1 and still non-negative on ∆2. Hence, pD~n,ηL~nqpyq ă ζ ă 0 for all y P pβ1, α2q,
where ζ “ ş
∆1
pα2 ´ xq´1pQ~nD~n,ηqpxq, which finishes the proof of the desires statement.
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(4) Notice that
px´ Eq2dν~n,Epxq “ px´ Eq2drν~n,Epxq, rν~n,E def“ ν~n,E ´ ν~n,EptEuqδE .
Then, it follow from the dominated convergence theorem (the integrands below are bounded by 1 in
absolute value) that
lim
Ñ0`
ż
R
px´ Eqdν~n,Epxq
x´ pE ` iq “ limÑ0`
ż
R
px´ Eq2drν~n,Epxq
px´ Eq2 ` 2 ` i limÑ0`
ż
R
px´ Eqdrν~n,Epxq
px´ Eq2 ` 2 “ }rν~n,E} ą 0,
(3.6.9)
where the last conclusion holds since the measures µ1, µ2 have supports of infinite cardinality. Thus,
claim (4) follows from claim (1) applied with Dpxq “ D~n,ξpxq{px´ Eq.
(5) For a polynomial P pxq vanishing at E, let us set P pE;xq def“ P pxq{px´Eq. Clearly, P pE;Eq “ P 1pEq.
Recall that degpT~n,l,1q “ n1 ´ l ` 1 and degpT~n,l,2q “ n2 ` l ´ 2. It holds that
}νn,E} “
ż
R
D~n,ξpE;xqQ~npxq
x´ E “ D
1
~n,ξpEq
ż
R
Q~npxq
x´ E “
D1~n,ξpEq
T~n,l,3´kpEqApkq~n`~elpEq
ż
R
T~n,l,3´kpxqApkq~n`~elpxqQ~npxq
x´ E ,
where we used the fact that Q~npxq is divisible by px ´ Eq, orthogonality relations (0.0.10) twice, and
Lemma 3.6.3 to observe that Apkq~n`~elpEq ‰ 0. Assume that k P t1, 2u is such that E P ∆k, that is, it is a
zero of Apkq~n pxq. Thenż
R
T~n,l,3´kpxqApkq~n pxqQ~n`~elpxq
x´ E “
ż
R
T~n,l,3´kpxqApkq~n pE;xqQ~n`~elpxq “ 0,
again, due to orthogonality relations (0.0.10). Therefore, it holds by (3.6.7) that
}νn,E} “
D1~n,ξpEq
T~n,l,3´kpEqApkq~n`~elpEq
ż
R
T~n,l,3´kpsq
`
A
pkq
~n`~elpsqQ~npsq ´A
pkq
~n psqQ~n`~elpsq
˘
s´ E
“ ´ p´1q
kD1~n,ξpEq
T~n,l,3´kpEqApkq~n`~elpEq
ż
R
T~n,l,3´kpsqT~n,lpsq
E ´ s dµ3´kpsq “ ´
D1~n,ξpEqS~n,l,kpEq
A
pkq
~n`~elpEq
as claimed. 
Lemma 3.6.5. Assume that ~µ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 and that pµ1kpxqq´1 P Lpp∆kq
for some p ą 1 and each k P t1, 2u. Suppose further that there exists γ P tα1, β1, α2, β2u such that
|L~κpγq| “ 0. Then, |L~κpxq|´2µ1kpxq P Lpp∆kq for each k P t1, 2u and
lim
yÑ0`
iy
L~1pγ ` iyq
L~κpγ ` iyq “ 0.
Proof. Clearly, the first claim is obvious unless |L~κpxq| vanishes at the endpoint of ∆k. In the latter
situation it follows from Proposition 3.1.4(2-4) that
|L~κpxq|2 ě ImpL~κ`pxqq2 “ κ2k Impσk`pxqq2 “ pipκk{}µk}q2pµ1kpxqq2,
where we used the notation σk “ }µk}´1µk. That yields the desired claim |L~κpxq|´2µ1kpxq P Lpp∆kq.
To prove the limit, assume for definiteness that γ P tα1, β1u. Then, we get that
lim
yÑ0`
iy
L~1pγ ` iyq
L~κpγ ` iyq “ L~1pγq limyÑ0`
ˆ
κ2pσ12pγq ` κ1 pσ1pγ ` iyq ´ pσ1pγqiy
˙´1
,
recall that by Lemma 3.3.1 the value pσ1pγq is well-defined. The fraction above can be rewritten aspσ1pγ ` iyq ´ pσ1pγq
iy
“ ´
ˆż
R
dσ1pxq
pγ ´ xq2 ` y2 ´ iy
ż
R
dσ1pxq
pγ ´ xqppγ ´ xq2 ` y2q
˙
,
where the first integral is a strictly decreasing function of y P p0,8q.
Notice that κ1 ‰ 0 since otherwise L~κ “ L~e1 which has no zeroes on R. Then, it only remains to
show that pγ ´ xq´2µ11pxq is not L1-integrable on ∆1. Let ∆ “ rα1 ` , β1 ´ s and dνpxq “ µ´11 pxqdx,
which is a finite measure on ∆1. Hence, we get from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality thatˆż
∆
dx
|x´ γ|
˙2
“
ˆż
∆
µ11pxqdνpxq
|x´ γ|
˙2
ď }ν|∆}
ż
∆
µ11pxq2dνpxq
px´ γq2 “ }ν|∆}
ż
∆
dµ1pxq
px´ γq2
and the desired claim follows by letting Ñ 0. 
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Part 4. Periodic Jacobi operators on rooted trees and Angelesco systems
In Part 1, we introduced operators J~κ, ~N , see (1.1.4), defined on finite trees T ~N , ~N P N2, see Sec-
tion 1.1.1, and studied their spectra and spectral decompositions. In this part of the paper, we consider
Angelesco system, as in Part 3, see (3.0.1), in the case when supp µi “ ∆i, dµipxq “ µ1ipxqdx, µipxq ą 0,
x P ∆i, and µ1ipxq is a restriction of an analytic function defined around ∆i. This situation was studied
in great detail in [9] and [10], see also [42]. In particular, it was proved that J~κ, ~N converges to a limiting
operator Lpiqc when ~N goes to infinity along the ray
Nc “
 
~n : ni “ ci|~n| ` op|~n|q, i P t1, 2u
(
, pc1, c2q “ pc, 1´ cq, c P r0, 1s. (4.0.1)
Hereafter, limNc stands for the limit as |~n| Ñ 8 and ~n P Nc.
4.1. Definitions
It was shown in the work of Gonchar and Rakhmanov [30] that for Angelesco systems with two
measures there exists a family of vector equilibrium problems, depending on a parameter c P r0, 1s,
whose solutions describe the limiting asymptotics of zeroes of the polynomials P~npzq, see (0.0.11), along
all ray sequences Nc. In particular, if an Angelesco system ~µ is as described before (4.0.1), then the
support of the vector equilibrium measure corresponding to c is a union of two intervals ∆c,1 Y ∆c,2
where ∆c,i Ď ∆i, see, e.g., [9, 30] for detail.
4.1.1. Riemann surface. To define operators Lpiqc rigorously, we need the following Riemann surfaces.
Let Rc be a 3-sheeted Riemann surface realized as follows: cut a copy of C along ∆c,1 Y ∆c,2, which
henceforth is denoted by Rp0qc , the second copy of C is cut along ∆c,1 and is denoted by R
p1q
c , while the
third copy is cut along ∆c,2 and is denoted by Rp2qc . These copies are then glued to each other crosswise
along the corresponding cuts. It can be easily verified that thus constructed Riemann surface has genus
0. We denote by pi the natural projection from Rc to C and employ the notation z for a generic point
on Rc with pipzq “ z as well as zpiq for a point on Rpiqc with pipzpiqq “ z.
Since Rc has genus zero, one can arbitrarily prescribe zero/pole divisors of rational functions on Rc
as long as the degree of the divisor is zero. Clearly, a rational function with a given divisor is unique up
to multiplication by a constant. Let χcpzq be the conformal map of Rc onto C defined uniquely by the
condition
χc
`
zp0q
˘ “ z ` O`z´1˘, z Ñ8. (4.1.1)
The following constants are going to be central to our investigations in this part of the paper. Let
Ac,1, Ac,2, Bc,1, Bc,2 be determined by
χc
`
zpiq
˘ “ Bc,i `Ac,iz´1 ` O`z´2˘, z Ñ8, i P t1, 2u. (4.1.2)
It was shown in [10, Proposition 2.1] that these constants continuously depend on the parameter c and
have well-defined limits as cÑ 0` and cÑ 1´, which we denote by A0,i, B0,i and A1,i, B1,i, respectively.
Moreover, constants Ac,1 ą 0 for all c P r0, 1q while A1,1 “ 0 and Ac,2 ą 0 for all c P p0, 1s while A0,2 “ 0.
4.1.2. Periodic Jacobi operators on rooted trees. Let T,V, and O be as in Section 2.1.1. There
are two edges meeting at the root O. We label one of them type 1 and the other one – type 2. Next,
consider the children of O. Each of them is coincident with exactly three edges, one of which has already
been labeled. We label the remaining two as an edge of type 1 and an edge of type 2. We continue in a
similar fashion going down the tree generation by generation and calling one of the unlabelled edges type
1 and the other one type 2. After assigning types to all the edges, we continue by labeling the vertices.
If a vertex Y meets two edges of type 1 and one edge of type 2, we call it a vertex of type 1; otherwise,
if it is incident with two edges of type 2 and one edge of type 1, we call it type 2. We do not need to
assign any type to the root O. Given a vertex Y ‰ O, we denote its type by `Y (this is similar to the
index function introduced in (2.1.2)).
Both operators Lp1qc and Lp2qc are Jacobi matrices defined on T. At a vertex Y ‰ O of type `Y , we
define them by the same formula:
pLplqc ψqY “
ÿ
jPt1,2u,Y 1„Y, type of edge pY,Y 1q“j
a
Ac,jψY 1 `Bc,`Y ψY , l P t1, 2u; (4.1.3)
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and at the root O we define the operators Lp1qc and Lp2qc differently by writing
pLplqc ψqO “
ÿ
jPt1,2u,Y 1„O, type of edge pO,Y 1q“j
a
Ac,jψY 1 `Bc,lψO , l P t1, 2u. (4.1.4)
Recall that Ac,j ą 0 when c P p0, 1q, but either Ac,1 or Ac,2 becomes zero when c P t0, 1u. The latter
cases are trivial and we do not study them, see [10, Appendix A].
Our operators Lplqc have “periodic coefficients” and “self-similar structure”. They are defined on the
binary tree and should not be confused with a similar class of Jacobi matrices defined on trees associated
with the universal cover of finite connected graphs. The latter class was studied in several papers, see,
e.g., [5,6,13]. In the rest of this part, we will apply the arguments from Section 3.4 to obtain the spectral
decomposition of Lplqc using their generalized eigenfunctions.
The following theorem provides the connection between operators Lplqc and J~κ, ~N . It is stated in [9]
for c P p0, 1q and is a simple consequence of the results of [42]. Its extension to c P t0, 1u was obtained
in [10].
Theorem 4.1.1. Let ~µ be an Angelesco system (3.0.1) such that supp µi “ ∆i, dµipxq “ µ1pxqdx,
µipxq ą 0, x P ∆i, and µ1ipxq is a restriction of a function analytic around ∆i for each i P t1, 2u.
Further, let the constants Ac,i, Bc,i, c P r0, 1s and i P t1, 2u, be given by (4.1.2). Then, the ray limits
(4.0.1) of coefficients
 
a~n,i, b~n,i
(
from (0.0.19)–(0.0.20) exist for any c P p0, 1q and
lim
Nc
a~n,i “ Ac,i and lim
Nc
b~n,i “ Bc,i, i P t1, 2u. (4.1.5)
In [9, Section 4.5], this theorem was used to prove that J~el, ~N Ñ L
plq
c , l P t1, 2u, when ~N P Nc converges
to infinity. This convergence can be understood as the strong operator convergence on the same Hilbert
space `2pTq when J~el, ~N is properly extended to this space.
4.1.3. Green’s functions. In [10, Appendix A], it was proved that σpLpjqc q “ ∆c,1 Y ∆c,2 and the
spectrum is purely absolutely continuous. Moreover, if we denote Green’s functions of Lplqc corresponding
to the root O by
Gplqc pY,O; zq def“
@pLplqc ´ zq´1δpOq, δpY qD, (4.1.6)
then it was shown in [9, Section 4.5] that
Gplqc pO,O; zq “M plqc pzp0qq, z R ∆c,1 Y∆c,2 , (4.1.7)
where M plqc pzq is a function on Rc given by
M plqc pzq def“ 1Bc,l ´ χcpzq , l P t1, 2u . (4.1.8)
Clearly,M plqc pzq is an analytic function onRc apart from a single pole at8plq, which is simple. Therefore,
the traces Gplqc pO,O;xq˘ exists and are continuous on ∆c,1Y∆c,2. Moreover, they are complex conjugates
of each other. In particular, |Gplqc pO,O;xq| is well-defined for all x P ∆c,1 Y∆c,2.
Lemma 4.1.2. The identity
Ac,1|Gp1qc pO,O;xq|2 `Ac,2|Gp2qc pO,O;xq|2 “ 1 (4.1.9)
holds for each x P ∆c,1 Y∆c,2. Moreover,
Ac,1|Gp1qc pO,O; zq|2 `Ac,2|Gp2qc pO,O; zq|2 ă 1 (4.1.10)
for z R ∆c,1 Y∆c,2.
Proof. From [9, formula (4.27)], we get that
z “ ´1{M plqc pzq `Bc,j ´Ac,1M p1qc pzq ´Ac,2M p2qc pzq (4.1.11)
for each l P t1, 2u and z PRc. Formula (4.1.11), in particular, implies that
Bc,1 ´ 1{M p1qc pzq “ Bc,2 ´ 1{M p2qc pzq
for all z PRc. Fix i P t1, 2u. Using the above relation with z “ zp3´iq gives us
1
M
p1q
c pzp3´iqq
´ 1
M
p2q
c pzp3´iqq
“ Bc,1 ´Bc,2. (4.1.12)
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Since the product of all the branches of an algebraic function is a polynomial, behavior at infinity yields
that
M plqc pzp0qqM plqc pzp1qqM plqc pzp2qq “ p´1qlpAc,lpBc,2 ´Bc,1qq´1.
By plugging the above relations into (4.1.12) we get
Ac,1M
p1q
c pzp0qqM p1qc pzpiqq `Ac,2M p2qc pzp0qqM p2qc pzpiqq “ 1
for all z P Czp∆c,1 Y∆c,2q. Taking the boundary values on ∆i from the upper half-plane, we obtain
Ac,1M
p1q
c` pxp0qqM p1qc` pxpiqq `Ac,2M p2qc` pxp0qqM p2qc` pxpiqq “ 1,
for x P ∆i. To prove (4.1.9), it only remains to observe that
Gplqc pO,O;xq˘ “M plqc˘
`
xp0q
˘ “M plqc¯`xpiq˘
for x P ∆i in view of (4.1.7). To show (4.1.10) observe that its right-hand side is subharmonic, decays
at infinity, and equals 1 on the cuts. Thus, the maximum principle gives the claimed bound. 
Remark. Identity (4.1.9) gives a simple description of the image of the cuts ∆c,1 and ∆c,2 under the
conformal map χcpzq. Namely, this image is a contour in the plane described by the equation
Ac,1
|χ´Bc,1|2 `
Ac,2
|χ´Bc,2|2 “ 1 , χ P C . (4.1.13)
The self-similar nature of the operators Lplqc and (4.1.7) make it possible to compute their Green’s
functions.
Proposition 4.1.3. For z R ∆c,1 Y∆c,2 and X ‰ O, it holds that
Gplqc pX,O; zq “M plqc pzp0qq ¨
ź
Y Ppath˚pX,Oq
´
´A1{2c,`Y
¯
M p`Y qc pzp0qq , (4.1.14)
where path˚pX,Oq is the path that connects O to X, it includes X, but excludes O. Moreover,›››Gplqc p¨, O; zq›››2
`2pVq
“ |M
plq
c pzp0qq|2
1´ pAc,1|M p1qc pzp0qq|2 `Ac,2|M p2qc pzp0qq|2q
(4.1.15)
for all z R ∆c,1 Y∆c,2, where we consider tGplqc pY,O; zqu as a function of Y on V.
Proof. Let gpzq be a function on V given by the right-hand side of (4.1.14) with gOpzq def“ M plqc pzp0qq. By
induction in n P N, one gets thatÿ
|Y |“n
|gY pzq|2 “ |M plqc pzp0qq|2
´
Ac,1|M p1qc pzp0qq|2 `Ac,2|M p2qc pzp0qq|2
¯n
,
where |Y | stands for the distance from Y to the root O. Therefore, it follows from (4.1.10) that }gpzq}2`2pVq
is finite and is equal to the right-hand side of (4.1.15) for all z R ∆c,1 Y∆c,2. Thus, to prove the lemma
we only need to show that pLplqc ´zqgpzq “ δpOq. The latter is a straightforward application of (4.1.3) and
(4.1.4). Indeed, let Y ‰ O be of type i and Y1 and Y2 be the children of Y of types 1 and 2, respectively.
Then`pLplqc ´ zqgpzq˘Y “ pBc,i ´ zqgY pzq `aAc,igYppqpzq `aAc,1gY1pzq `aAc,2gY2pzq
“ gY pzq
´
Bc,i ´ z ´M piqc
`
zp0q
˘´1 ´Ac,1M p1qc `zp0q˘´Ac,2M p2qc `zp0q˘¯ “ 0,
where the last equality follows from (4.1.11). Similarly, it holds that`pLplqc ´ zqgpzq˘O “ pBc,l ´ zqgOpzq `aAc,1gO1pzq `aAc,2gO2pzq
“ M plqc pzp0qq
´
Bc,i ´ z ´Ac,1M p1qc
`
zp0q
˘´Ac,2M p2qc `zp0q˘¯ “ 1,
where O1 and O2 be the children of O of types 1 and 2, respectively. 
Remark. Direct algebraic proof of (4.1.14), rather than a posteriori computation given above, can be
found in [9, Remark 4.15].
4.2. Spectral analysis
To carry our spectral analysis of the operators Lplqc we follow the blueprint of Sections 3.3–3.5.
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4.2.1. Trivial cyclic subspaces of Lplqc generated by δpOq. From (4.1.1) and the symmetries of
the surface Rc, one can deduce that χcpzp0qq has positive imaginary part when z P C`, i.e., that
χcpzp0qq P HN. That is consistent with GcpO,O; ¨q P HN due to (4.1.7) and (4.1.8). It is indeed a
negative of a Markov function of the spectral measure of Lplqc with respect to δpOq. Let us denote this
spectral measure by ρpc,lqO . Since functions M
plq
c pzq map the surface Rc conformally onto the Riemann
sphere, it follows from Proposition 3.1.4(1-3) and (4.1.7) that
dρ
pc,lq
O pxq “ Im
`
M plqc
`
x
p0q
`
˘˘
dx, x P ∆c,1 Y∆c,2,
where xp0q`
def“ limyÑ0` zp0q, z “ x` iy. Define the reference measure ωpcq as the sum of two
dωpcqpxq def“
b
|px´ αc,1qpx´ βc,1qpx´ αc,2qpx´ βc,2q|dx,
where we write ∆c,i “ rαc,i, βc,is (in fact, it always holds that αc,1 “ α1 and βc,2 “ β2). The analysis
of the conformal map χpzq at the endpoints of ∆c,i reveals that the densities of both spectral measures
ρ
pc,lq
O satisfy
C1pωpcqq1pxq ă pρpc,lqO q1pxq ă C2pωpcqq1pxq
for x P ∆c,i and some positive constants C1, C2 that might depend on c but do not depend on x. In
particular, if we define νpc,lqpxq def“ pρpc,lqO q1pxq{pωpcqq1pxq, then
νpc,lq P L8p∆c,1 Y∆c,2q, pνpc,lqq´1 P L8p∆c,1 Y∆c,2q (4.2.1)
for each l P t1, 2u. Similarly to (3.3.7), we can then define
Ψ
pc,lq
X pxq def“
d ImG
plq
c pX,Oq`pxq
dρ
pc,lq
O pxq
“ Im `M plqc `xp0q` ˘˘´1 Im
¨˝
M plqc
`
x
p0q
`
˘ ź
Y Ppath˚pX,Oq
´
´A1{2c,`Y
¯
M p`Y qc
`
x
p0q
`
˘‚˛ (4.2.2)
for X P V and x P ∆c,1 Y ∆c,2, where the second equality follows from (4.1.14). Notice that the same
computation as in the second part of the proof of Proposition 4.1.3 shows that Ψpc,lqpxq is a formal
generalized eigenvector for Lplqc corresponding to x P ∆c,1 Y∆c,2 that satisfies Ψpc,lqO pxq “ 1.
Denote by CpOqc,l the cyclic space generated by δpOq and L
plq
c . Recall that the operator αpLplqc q can be
defined for every continuous function α using the Spectral Theorem for self-adjoint operators. The proof
of the next proposition repeats the proof of Proposition 3.4.1.
Proposition 4.2.1. The map
αpxq ÞÑ pαpc,lq “ !pαpc,lqY )
Y PV
, pαpc,lqY def“ ż αpxqΨpc,lqY pxqdρpc,lqO pxq,
is a unitary map from L2pρpc,lqO q onto CpOqpc,lq. In particular, it holds that
}α}2
L2pρpc,lqO q
“ ››pαpc,lq››2
`2pVq and C
pOq
pc,lq “
!pαpc,lq : α P L2pρpc,lqO q) .
Thus, the formula
αpLplqc qδpOq def“ pαpc,lq “ ż αpxqΨpc,lqpxqdρpc,lqO pxq
extends the definition of αpLplqc qδpOq to all α P L2pρpc,lqO q. We also have that
xαpxq ÞÑ Lplqc pα, α P L2pρpc,lqO q.
4.2.2. Nontrivial cyclic subspaces of Lplqc . Let X P V and X1, X2 be children of X of types 1 and
2, respectively. Observe that the restriction of Lplqc to TrXis is equal to L
piq
c , where, as before, TrXis is
the subtree of T with root at Xi. Here, we can use the self-similar structure to naturally identify TrXis
with T when talking about the operator Lpiqc on TrXis. Let us further denote by ΨpcqpXi;xq the function
Ψpc,iqpxq, defined in (4.2.2), carried to VrXis from V by using this natural identification. Similarly to
(3.4.10) definepΨpcqY pX;xq def“ p´1qiA´1{2c,i ΨpcqY pXi;xq, Y P VrXis, and pΨY pX;xq def“ 0, otherwise.
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Observe that pΨpcqpX;xq does not depend on l and it follows from (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) that´`
Lplqc ´ x
˘pΨpcqpX;xq¯
X
“ A1{2c,1 pΨpcqX1pX;xq `A1{2c,2 pΨpcqX2pX;xq “ 0.
Similarly to (3.4.11), define
pCpXqc def“ "ż αpxqpΨpcqpX;xqdωpcqpxq : α P L2ωpcqp∆c,1 Y∆c,2q* .
The following proposition is analogous to Proposition 3.4.2 and can be proven similarly using (4.2.1) and
Proposition 4.2.1.
Proposition 4.2.2. Fix X P V and let X1, X2 be children of X of types 1 and 2, respectively. The
function pΨpcqpX;xq is a generalized eigenvector of Lplqc , that is, it holds that
Lplqc pΨpcqpX;xq “ xpΨpcqpX;xq.
Moreover, let the function gpXqc,i P pCpXqc , i P t1, 2u, be given by
g
pXq
c,i
def“
ż
αpcqpXi;xqpΨpcqpX;xqdωpcqpxq, αpcqpXi;xq def“ p´1qiA1{2c,i νpc,iqpxq.
Then, it holds that χig
pXq
c,i “ χiδpXiq, where χi is the restriction operator that sends f P pCpXqc to its
restriction to VrXis, and pCpXqc “ span!`Lplqc ˘ngpXqc,i : n P Z`).
That is, each gpXqc,i is a generator of the cyclic subspace pCpXqc . In particular, the formula
α
`
Lplqc
˘
g
pXq
c,i
def“
ż
αpxqαpcqpXi;xqpΨpcqpX;xqdωpcqpxq
extends the definition of α
`
L
plq
c
˘
g
pXq
c,i to all α P L2ωpcqp∆c,1 Y∆c,2q. Furthermore, it holds that
dρ
g
pXq
c,i
pxq “
2ÿ
k“1
Ac,i
Ac,k
νpc,iqpxq2
νpc,kqpxq dω
pcqpxq,
where ρ
g
pXq
c,i
is the spectral measure of gpXqc,i .
4.2.3. Orthogonal decomposition. The proof of the following statement repeats that of Theorem 3.4.3.
Theorem 4.2.3. The Hilbert space `2pVq decomposes into an orthogonal sum of cyclic subspaces of Lplqc
as follows:
`2pVq “ CpOqc,l ‘ L, L “ ‘ZPVpCpZqc , l P t1, 2u . (4.2.3)
Remark. This theorem implies immediately that σpLplqc q “ ∆c,1 Y ∆c,2, that the spectrum is purely
absolutely continuous, and that it has infinite multiplicity.
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